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ASTOLITE-Glass Fibre Reinforced
Polyester Translucent Sheeting is
manufactured and produced by a
large new modern plant in a wide
variety of colours and profiles.

ASTOLITE sheets are of first quality,
superior finish and are specially suitable for use in roof lighting, greenhouses or canopies. They are also
excellent for vertical glazing,
partitions, doors, etc.
ASTOLITE sheets are presently available in the following range of colours:
Natural Translucent, Blue, Green,
Red and Yellow.
Further particulars, details, technical
information and prices are available
on request.
,\ product of
.\ i'lBES'I'OS CEME~T LI:\IITED
19 Lr. Pembroke St.. Dublin, 2.
'Phone 6S.t91.
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NEXT WINTER'S

BEST-PAYING
PROPOSITION

IT PAYS
TO SELL
THEM!

THERMODARE
NIGHT-STORAGE HEATERS

You'll pile up profits-you'll make sure of
bumper sales-~-when you display this bestpaymg propositwn-Th"!rmodare Night Storage
Heaters. These heaters are exactly what your
customers are gomg to need next winter-so
b~ sure to dl~play them. We will supply you
with hard-sellmg, point of sale leaftets-glve
them to your customers when you recommend
Night S~orage Heaters. Th ey'll do a first-class
sc>llmg JOb for you-and that means more of
those all-important profits.

m
~

THERMODARE NIGHT STORAGE
HEATERS are manufactured by

UNIDARE LTD.
FINGLAS; DUBLIN 11.
'PHONE: 71801

II

THE DU BOIS PLASTIC
TRAP '~ (Regtl.)
Provn. Pat. No. 38070/60.

1!" and lf' diam. x lf' seal "S" and "P" BLACK HIGH DENSITY
PLASTIC TRAPS
Orthodox Shape !
Smooth Bore Tubular construction.
Outlets can be turned through 200 °.
A two-piece trap at a one-piece price.
Outlet on 'S' trap turned to inlet forms a through-bore bottle trap.
Frost and damage resisting.
Light weight = lower transportation costs.
Manufactured by:-

THE DU BOIS COMPANY LIMITED
15 Britannia Street, London, W.C.l
Telephone No.: TERminus 6624-5.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss12/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7713V

Telegraphic Address: "Bleitrap, London."
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PIPES LIMITED
Balbriggan, Co., Dublin.
Telephone: Balbriggan 160,

Defeat the corrosive menace
of chemicals and acids! No loss of
production or dangerous bursts.
Wavin P.V.C. pipes wear wonderfully because they do not wear
at all. Wavin pipes are non
corrosive, immune to all chemical
attacks, light, inexpensive and easy
to install. Where there's wear
use Wavin. That's sense.
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CHEAP
PUMPING

•
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It can be neatly tucked away
in the garden-or it is silent in
operation for indoor installation.
It can also be used for pumping
supernatant water from cesspools.
No oiling or greasing required.

The MII Mono Pump will pmfide 165
gallons of water for less than a ~d . in power
cost-sufficient water for two days for the
average household. And it is self-priming
with a 25 feet suction lift.

The

0

0

Attractive terms to dealers

PUMPS LIMITED, 3lb CENTRAL HOTEL CHAMBERS, 7/9 DAME COURT, DUBLI
Telephone Number : Dublin 70843.
M 1'270/1.961 4
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FOR ALL PLUMBING & HEATING
CHOSEN BY CRAFTSMEN
the most efficient joints in the world

I

INSTANTOR

for copper tubing. Equally reliable
for use with plastic pipes.

capillary fittings for small-bore central

l

INDIX

heating-efficient, unobtrusive and cheaper
to install.

go underground with safety. Coneor coupling~

CONIOR
4

fYffi'S

are zinc-free gunmetal castings specifi ally
chosen for use with soft copper tubing.

up-to-date range of

WARE

PLUMBERS' BRASS

is at your stockist's now. All patterns

can be supplied- polished or chromium-plated.

ADD THEM UP TO A
FIRST CLASS JOB
IT PAYS TO KEEP TO THE FYFFE LINES
Sanbra Fyffe Limited.
lnstantor Works, James's Street, Dublin, 8.
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Vol. 2.

The only publication
in Ireland for the
craftsman p I u m b e r
and contractor, the
heating,
ventilation,
insulation, air conditioning and refrigeration engineer and
contractor, the electrical contractor,
supi>lier, manufacturer
and who I e sa I e r of
fittings
and
equipment for the trades.

•
Published monthly by
Irish T1·ade & Technical Publications Ltd.
Annual subscription,
21/-, post f1·ee. Single
copies, 1 f 9, post free.
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Reporting
IRISH

PLUMBING
THEY

THE ATTITUDE
AND

HEATING

OF

LEADING

INDUSTRIES

TO

INTERESTS
EEC

IN

THE

STAGNATION

SAY

IT WILL NOT AFFECT US
THE

breakdown of the British
application for Common Market
membership has meant that the Irish
application is also in suspense. We are
no longer working to a fixed timetable.
However, after the initial shock of the
de Gaulle bombshell wore off and the
reappraisal of our position took place
many industrialists who took decisive
steps to gear their factories to meet
EEC competition, are asking just what
difference has de Gaulle's shattering
"No" to Britain made to industrial
planning here.

by

A Contractor
Reporter

to our factory at Santry and at present
we are working to capacity. What we
don't sell on the home market we are
selling to Britain and we are absolutely
inundated with orders. Looking forward I would say that the failure of
There are some who are grateful for the British application has not made
a breathing space in which to continue any difference to us at all. As an
expansion plans already on foot but to individual thinking politically I do not
most the surprising answer to the think that it is a permanent failure and
question is that it matters very little. that eventually Britain will get in but
They see an era of stronger competition according to the rules of the EEC".
immediately ahead, whether or not
He said that the merger of Fyffe
EEC membership materialises. The Couplings (freland) Ltd. and Sanbra
movement is towards free trade every- was a very happy one. Giving the
where, the reduction and eventual
background to it he said: " Fyffe Coupcomplete removal of tariffs and the lings was a very old established firm in
consequent need for more efficient, Dublin, able to survive and make a
productive and dynamic industrialisa- profit. Then Sanbra came in and set
tion here.
up in opposition to us. They are a
modern and up to date firm with new
ideas and one of the biggest industries
Fran.k views
in its field in Britain. At a time when
it was obvious we were going forThis week two leaders of the in- ward to an era of free trade and
dustries in our sphere give frank views possible membership of the EEC,
on the plans, prospects and prepara- with the reduction of tariffs already
tions for future trading. They are M. under way and facing a competitor
Gerard Potez, Director of the Potez who could do us a lot of damage,
heater manufacturing company of the merger was negotiated".
Galway and Mr. R. B. Eaton , ManagFor both firms it has been a very
ing Director of the Santry, Dublin , satisfactory arrangement. Said Mr.
factory of Sanbra Fyffe Ltd.
Eaton: "We are undoubtedly expanding
In a few words, their opinion of the and increasing our business. We have
failure of the British application for already started a fairly comprehensive
membership of EEC, is that it will
export trade with the British firm on a
not affect their industries at all.
scale which we never anticipated".
Mr. Eaton, whose firm completed a
He said that the export business to
highly satisfactory merger with the Britain would form a substantial part
British company Sanbra Limited of of the company's turn over and would
Great Bridg,e Tipton, Staffs. said : possibly in time be as high as one"We have plans for a £25,000 extension fifth . At pre ent the export trade to

Britain was a method in which the
Irish firm could recover its overheads. Conditions were so competitive
that there was not yet a hope of
making even a nominal profit but
because they were completely covering
overheads they regarded this new
business as very valuable.
The product exported goes to the
Tipton factory which is a wholly
owned subsidiary of the giant Delta
Metal Company, possibly the biggest
operator in the industry in Europe.
With the backing of this company and
with all its varied outlets for Sanbra
Fyffe products the future looks bright
for the new Santry combine.
The British factory takes compl ~ t:!
components from the Santrv firm and
this saves the burden of 'marketing.
" We export in 200 gross lots" said Mr.
Eaton .

Markets built
Not only is the British factory selling
readily on their home market but it
has also built up a substantial market
in European co·u,ntries.
With the Santry factory in full
production and striving to meet a constant rush of orders, from home and
abroad, the problem of the Common
Market failure of Britain is no problem
at all. Everything is working according
to plans made prior to the abrupt
ending of the British negotiations and
with further preparation for expansion
free trade will find this enterprising
firm ready.
The establishment of the Potez
heater factory in Galway was one of
the biggest boasts to industry in that
area . The news that De Gaulle's snub
to Britain will not affect the indu try
will be welcome to all. lt was given by
M. Gerard Potez, a director of the
parent firm the Potez Aircraft Company in Paris.
Though the French market would
have been opened up, without any

Four
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" There wi II
be no
production cu t s

II

snags, if Ireland were in the Common
Market, M. Potez sees the British
market and those of the Commonwealth countries as a wide one for the
products of the Galway factory.
"There will be no production cuts at
our heating unit factory in Galway"
he said emphatically.

Not p e rturb e d

ATRIANCO SOLID FUEL BOILER
IS THE AUTOMATIC CHOICE FOR
THE MODERN HOME

"We are not perturbed by the failure
of Britain to gain entry to the European
Economic Community. It is not our
place to comment on de Gau ll e's
decision but we think that one day
Britain will get into the Common
Market" he said.

A Trianco Boller is thermostatically
controlled. You set the
thermostat, the Boller does the rest.

1

He said that the Irish factory was
not opened in anticipation of our
joining the Common Market. "The
Market would have made it more easy
for us to sell our products in France
but we can supply this market through
Paris factories, in any case. The
British and the Commonwealth markets
are very big and we think will be ample
for us. We set a target of I 00,000 to
150,000 units a year for Galway and
that target still stands" he said.

2
3

The Trianco Boller is decllnkeren in 2 seconds
by a simple lever movement. (No dust.
no loss of heat). This is a Trianco Exclusive
Feature. The clinker and ashtray only
requiring emptying once or twice a week.

4

5
push-button
plumbing
AMER ICAN housewives
will soon have hot, warm
or cold water literally at
their fingertips. Neat
buttons operate electric
watervalves mix
valves. the
at a central heater,
deliver it at a selected
prenure at any fixture in
the house. If the hath
tap fails, do you call
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin,
1962 '!
an electrician

The Trianco Boller gives more heat for less
fuel and burns a wider range of
fuel than any comparable boiler.

A Trianco Boller w!ll provide central
heating and constant hot water,
cleanly, economically and efficiently.

6

Now,

A Trianco Boller is gravity fed automatically
with small anthracite from a large
integral fuel hopper permitting burning for up
to 72 hours without attention or refuelllng.

A Trianco Boller is attractively designed in a choice
of colours and is a fine engineering product,
made to give years of trouble free operation and
backed by a first cla~s service.

Trianco Solid Fuel Domestic Boilers [rom 50,000 B.t.u.
capacities. Larger Trtanco Boilers uv to 3 million B.t.u.
(oil fired) and 2 million B .t.u. (solid fuel).

the

For further details write or phone
our TRIANCO agents in Eire:

TR.,~tt.t·t~.,,C
't!' O
H QOUN IUlA•t Hi
lHt QUtiN f'IOTHt l.

)I

1'14NUf'ACTVlUS

Of

OOHISTIC IOI&.lU

'·-~··

.... l1oolo •.,

tw •.,.

s, Upper Fitzwilliam st.,
Dublin, 2.

t'I'A~lHINlTO

automa

llotlera
Phone: 63061.
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'' 48 "
PATTERN
RATCHET TYPE

PATENT
CHASER

ADJUSTABLE
DIE
STOCK

"48" Pattern Chaser Die Stock lJ", 2" and 4" B.S.P. Quick
automatic change from half-cut to full-cut enables threads
to be formed, when required, in two operations on 2" and 4"
sizes. (Patented).

THOMAS CHATWIN & CO.
Victoria Works, Great Tindal Street, Birmingham, 16.
Telephone: Edgbaston 3521-3.

.;./

I

/

IL_
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S. & L. HIGH DENSITY
POLYTHENE PIPES ARE
INTRODUCED
TO IRELAND
S TEWARTS and Lloyds of Ireland
Ltd. (Dublin), held successful
symposiums in Limerick and in Dublin to introduce S. & L. High Density
Polythene pipes to architects, consulting engineers, plumbers and agricultural engineers.
These oioes are made from an
improved- g;ade of Polythene, the tensile strength of which is about twice
that of conventional Polythene. Conventional Polythene is made by subjecting ethylene f.aS to very high
pres ures at temperatures around 300
deg. C.
I I; 1956, however, whilst engaged in
res::arch on organo-metallic compounds, Professor Zeigler of Mulheim,
in the Ruhr district of Germany, discovered that some of these compou.nds
were capable of catalysing the polymerization of ethylene at much lower
pressures, thereby simplifying the
manufacturing process, but more important still, the resulting material was
found to have a more regular molecular structure and therefore higher
molecular weight than conventional
Polythene. This material was, therefore, called High Density.
Furthermore, it was discovered that

e

Discussing the
finer points of the
S. and L. system
were (from left):
Mr. W. Lindsay,
Technical Sa l e s
Manager of Stewarts and Lloyds
Plastics Ltd. and

Mr. T. P. Gibbons,
S. and L. Techllical Representative (Plastics).

the new material had better physical
characteristics such as hi.~:her tensile
strength. The tensile strength of High
Density Polyethylene is about twice
that of conventional Polythene, therefore High Density Polyethylene pipes
can be prOdl',::ed with a thinner wall
resulting in the saving of raw material, and consequently a cheap~r pipe.
The thinner wall has also the effect
of giving a lar.[!er bore, and therefore
a better rate of flow . Also the surface roughness of High Density Polyethylene pipe is such that it gives
better flow characteristics.
Another
effect of the high tensile strength is
that the pipe does not elongate when
dragged through the ground by a mole
drainer.
S. & L. High D~nsity Polyethylene

TRADE

TOPICS

e

At the Stewarts and Lloyds film
show and Lecture in the Engineers'
Hall were .(from. left): JV'..r. M. W. L .
Graves, Director and Manager of
Stewarts and Lloyds of Ireland Ltd.,
with S. and L. R,ep1<esentatives Mr-.
K. Tully and N'..r. C. Cope.

pipes conform to B.S. 3284, Table 1,
which in turn conforms dimensionally
to international metric sizes.
When Stewarts and Lloyds of Ireland decided to market Polyethylene
water pipe the present tendency to
standardize on outside diameters was
foreseen, and Stewarts and Lloyds of
freland therefore took the futuristic
view of marketing the Table I range
of sizes.
This size range also offers some
practical advantages as the nominal
sizes in this range are very much larger
in actual bore than their counterparts
in conventional Polythene.
For instance S. & L. t" High D~nsity Polyethylene pipe is over 1" in actual bore
whilst ~" S. & L. Hieh Dens:ty is
equivalent in actual bore to i" Low
Density, and so on 1.'.9 to If', which
is nearly If'.

Freeze beater
THE WESTINGHOUSE Brake and
Signal Co. Ltd., of London, are now
marketing a new portable electric defreezing equipment. It is suitable for
water-pipes from I" to 2" bore.
lt
weighs 56lb. It is operated by electricity from any I 3 to 15 amp. power
supply socket as available in every
electrified building.

Seven
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domestic

PIPES
supply
THE

installation of a domestic
water supply involves a great deal
more than just running a water pipe
into the building and on to the various taps.
The right kind of pipe
must be chosen and fixed in such a
way that it cannot be damaged by
Pipes must
ordinary wear and tear.
be so placed that they are not likely
to freeze or burst in cold weather,
and they must be securely fixed so
that they will not vibrate and thus
cause an irr1tating noise.
Above all, there must be no chance
of the water being wasted, misused
or contaminated once it has entered
the pipework system of the building.
It is important, therefore, before
going on with any design or work
connected with water services, to find
out just what are the Bye-Laws of
the water authorities 1n the area.
Materials For Pipework.-Pipes are
needed to convey water from the
main in the roadway to within the
building;
for
distributing
water
throughout the building; for the discharge of water from overflowing
cisterns by way of "warning pipes,"
and for flushing pipes which convey
flush water to sanitary fitments such
as W.C.'s, urinals, and slop sinks.

Other uses
ptPES are also needed for the conveyance of gas and the disposal
of soiled waste waters, and these will
be dealt with under separate headings.
The basic requirements of a pipe
are that it should be durable, capable of withstanding the pressures
likely to be imposed on it, easily
jointed, and neatly and simply fixed.
For potable waters, i.e., water for
drinking or cooking, the pipe must be
non-toxic. That is, it must not harmfully affect the purity of the water
passing through it.

Eight
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Materials commonly used for this
work include lead, copper, and mild
steel.
Plastic materials such as
polythene and rigid polyvinyl Chloride tubes are now extensively used
in the cold water services.
Because
of its high resistance to corrosion,
polythene tube is being widely used
above and below ground in districts
where the soil conditions or the water
conveyed are known to be corrosive.
In such cases, polythene's property of
resisting corrosion means that it is
chosen although its mechanical properties may be less good than those of
some metal pipes.
Bye-Laws governing water services
in areas generally affected by corrosive
conditions generally include provision
for materials other than lead, copper
or mild steel. Such provisions usually
insist that the material shaH be " suitable and of sufficient strength to
withstand not less than double the
pressure to which the pipe would be
subjected under working condition~ ."

Accepted

LEAD PIPES are generally accepted
by water authorities for use on
water services providing that their
quality and strength comply with the
British Standard (B.S .) 602 requirements.
Lead pipe is made by what is
known as an extrusion process.
Molten lead is placed in a hydraulic
press, pressure is applied, and the lead
is extruded or squeezed out in pipe
form between a die which decides its
outer diameter, and a mandrel! which
determines its inner diameter.
The low mechanical strength of
lead demands that pipes of lead be
made with thicker walls than either
copper or mild steel pipes designed
for the same working pressures. The
resulting larger outside diameters of

lead pipes are sometimes thought to
be ugly in comparison with the others.
Lead is, however, durable ; easily
manipulated, especially in awkward
places ; easily jointed; and resistant to
corrosion in normal soils and wat~rs.
These properties will often outweigh
superficial cntlctsm of its bulk,
particularly when it is to be used
underground 011 above grou.nd in
ducted work or awkward situationsfor example, behind panelled baths.
Lead pipe is manufactured to B.S.
requirements which lay down the
purity of composition, the truth of
cylindrical bore, the uniformi.ty of wall
thickness and freedom from defects or
surface blemishes. All B.S. lead pipe
up to 2" diameter is marked on a
raised ribbon throughout its length
with the B.S. number, the internal
diameter of the pipe, and the weight
per yard.

Internal dia.
SPECIFICATIONS, or descript ions
of lead pipe sizes for water services, quote the internal diameter of
the pipe and its weight per yard. For
example, B.S. 602 t" x II pounds
indicates ordinary lead pipe for underground water services, which has a
diameter of t" and weighs II pounds
per yard. As specified, this pipe
would be suitable for pressures not
exceeding 108 lbs. per square inch .
Warning pipes used to indicate
wastage of water due to defect or mi use of fittings do not have to withstand pressu~es. Much lighter pioes
are therefore installed for the purpose.
A t" warning pipe might be specified
as B.S. 602 }" x 4 pounds, and s:milarly, flush pipes in lead might be
specified as B.S. 602 If' x 6 lbs., or
B.S. 602 If' x 7 lbs.
Silver-Copper-Lead Alloy Pipes to
B.S. 1085 are generally acceptable and
have all the properties of the ordinary
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from previous page
lead pipe. They also possess a greatly
improved mechanical strength which
permits them to be made in lighter
wall thicknesses so that they look
neater and are more economical in

material. The working and jointing
of this alloy, which is a mixture of
lead with very small amounts of
silver and copper, are the same as for
ordinary B.S. 602 lead pipe.
Notes.-A service pipe is one which
is subject to the pressure of the water

TABLE A
RECOMMENDED

MINIMUM WEIGHTS O.F LEAD PIPE FOR
VARIOUS USES

Position, pressure and type of pipe:

Nominal internal diameter
Minimum weights in lb./yd. run
tin. tin. 1 in. 1t in. 1t in.

Service pipes buried underground
Up to 150 ft. head: 65lb.fsq. in. B.S.
B.S.
Up to 250 ft. head: 108lb.fsq. in. B.S.
B.S.
Up to 350 ft. head: 152 lb./sq. in. B.S.

602
1085
602
108:
602

1I

13
13
16
13
21

16
14
28
21

20
16

14
10
28
21

20
15

9

9
15

4
4

5
5

5

1I

4
6

7
15
12

8
7
16
13
21
21

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

7
7
8
7

12
10

B.S. 602
B.S.
1085

4
4

5
5

5

10

1085

4

9

8
8
18
16

12
12
28
23

4

5

6

Distributing pipes fixed above ground
Cold water services
Up to 75 ft. head
B.S. 602
1085
B.S. 602
Up to 150 ft. head
B.S. 602
1085

Up to 120 ft. head
Flushing and warning pipes

6

9
9

9

Service pipes fixed above ground
B.S. 602
Up to 150 ft. head
B.S.B.S.
602 108:
B.S.B.S. 602
Up to 250 ft. head
B.S. 1085
Up to 350 ft. head
1085

Hot water services
Up to 60 ft. head

6
6
7

B.S.

I

9

9

7

See also British Standards 602 and I085.
Consuh Local Authority's requirements.
They may differ in some cases
from these recommendations.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962

authorities' supply main, or would be
if the service pipe stop taps were
open.
A distributing pipe conveys water
to taps from a storage cistern within
the building and is subject only to the
head pressure imposed by the water
in the cistern.
In an earlier article " Head " pressure was defined as the weight of
water column measured vertically
from the water level in the storage
cistern to any point below, in this case
the lowest level of the distributing
pipe.
Head pressure may be given in feet
" head " or Lbs.jsq. inch.
One foot " head " equals 0.434
Lbs,fsq. inch. Feet " head " divided
by 2.31 equals lbs.fsq. inch. Lbs./sq.
inch multiplied by 2.31 equals feet
·• head."
Light gauge copper tubes are generally accepted for water services
fixed above ground if their quality,
gauge, and dimensions meet the requirements of B.S. 659.
Their
dimensions are made to very fine engineering tolerances to ensure not only
that the tubes have a uniform gauge,
but also that they will accept a wide
variety of fittings by different manufacturers, all of which have tube
housing with exactly the same internal diameter. A badly made tube
could not be used with these standard sized fittings.
Light gauged copper tubes are
durable, neat in appearance, and of
adequate strength for all normal purTheir qualities of lightness
poses.
and rigidity, and the fact that they
are easy to bend, jo!tnt and fix, all
combine to make them quick, efficient
and economic to instal in above
ground water services, both hot and
cold.
The tensile strength of L.G. copper
tube is very high, and though they
may have quite thin walls ,tubes of
up to 2" in diameter will withstand
working pressures of up to 200 lbs.
per square inch-a pressure unlikely
to be exceeded in normal building
practice.
The tubes are manufactured by a
cold drawing process. A cylindrical
billet of copper is heated and formed
into a tube shell much larger in
diameter and wall thickness, than the
required finished tube. The shell is
allowed to cool and one end is then
reduced so that it can enter a cold
drawing machine. The shell is drawn
through a die which stretches the tube
Continued page thirty-five
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VOKES

'ABSOLUTE'

AIR FILTERS

Vokes 'Absolute' air filters were developed for use in nuclear energy applications where
inefficient filtration could lead to hazardous conditions for both equipment and
personnel. Their outstanding performance (99.95 % efficiency against particles in the
0.1-0.5 micron range ) has quickly led to their adoption by laboratories, food processing
plants, etc.-in fact, wherever a need for super efficiency filtration exists. For
further information please write for catalogue HJ.
Variants of the 'Absolute' filter include Vokes 'Absolute' filters are tested in
High Temperature High Humidity, and accordance with BSS.2831 on a methylene
Acid Resistant types- all with a guaran- blue test rig. ~very filte~· is subjected to
teed efficiency of 99.99 % against sub- a stream of ai;· cm;t~m~g part
.teles.
of
micronic particles. 'Absolute' filters are methylene blue dust Iangmg. m sizefrom
.
.
.
0.1 to 0.5 microns, and reJected If Its
available as camster types usmg an all efficiency is less than 99.95 %. Vokes is the
welded can 1st e r assembled between only British company to guarantee miniheaders, and Vokes can also supply mum performance figures in this way and
'UNIPAK' systems for housing several Vokes filters are therefore widely used in
panels in easily-serviced, space-saving all applications which require scientific
units.
filtration .
1
1. Vokes High
Temperature
'Absolute' filter. To
withstand t emperatures up to 1000 ' F.
2. Vokes 'UNIPAK' system, available
in many different sizes for a wide
range of air volumes.
3. The Methylene blue t est rig at
Henley Park, h eadquarters of the
Vokes Group.
Comprehensive literature covering all Vokes filters is available on r equest from the Sole Agents.

THE LEINSTER ENGINEERING CO. LTD.

VOKES

158-159 Church Street, Dublin. 'Phone 77093 f 4.

---------------------------

----~

NEWMAN
HENDER
AND
FITTINGS

VALVES

Known throughout the world for the
dependability and quality of their wide
range of valves and fittings you cannot do
better than ask Newman Hender first
for the valve or fitting you require.
Stocks are held in Dublin of many patterns
to meet constant and urgent demands.

VALVES ARE OUR BUSINESS
... in most types and sizes
for most temperatures and pressures
for most industries all over the world .

~EWMAN

~WOODCHESTER
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss12/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7713V
Ten

HENDER & CO. LTO.
•

STROUD ·

GLOS . ·

ENGLAND

AGENTS & STOCKISTS

C. H. LOCKHART LIMITED
75, MIDDLE ABBEY STREET, DUBLIN

Phone : DUBLIN 43487
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Irish Welding Association
establish test scheme
THE Irish

Welding Association has
established a scheme whereby it
is prepared to test the qualification of
welders.
Test!ng Procedure.-The procedure
for testing is that candidates present
themselves at the test centre where
they undergo a short oral examination and carry out test welds as prescribed by the Association's rules.
The standard of welding and the degree of technical knowledge shown
determine whether or not the Association's Certificate is awarded.
The
test is a " nass-or-fail" one; the candidate's m~rks are not revealed .
Validity of Certificates.-Welders
are tested in groups, and the testing
occuoies a full day. Sl!.ccessful candidates are oresented with a certificate.
The length- of time for which certificates should be re,!?arded as valid
dep;:nds on whether the welder is
actively welding during that time or
not. l n any case, the Association
recommends that certificated welders
should be retested after two years at
the latest.
Present Scope of Tcst.-For the
moment tests are confined to gas and
Two
electric welding of mild steel.
erad~s of test are offered:Grade C: General Welding.
Grade 8: Advanced (Welding of
mild steel for structures: mild-steel
pressure-pipe welding for conditions

To have welders tested, application
should be made to the Association's
Secretaries: Messrs. Kevans & Son,
3 I, Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2.
Preference will be given to groups of
six or more.
At the moment tests take place in
Dublin only. It is hoped to make
testing facilities available in Cork at
an early date.

-

•

· -

. e

--J'

,

The consulting engineers for the
project are Me srs. J. Varming and
S. Mulcahy of Dublin, the specifying
body on this particular project.

TOPICS
WALKER
CROSWELLER IN
PRODUCTIVITY FILM
WALKER CROSWELLER & Co.
Ltd., manufacturers of " Leonard "
thermostatic mixing valves and other
water temperature control devices, is
one of three main firms selected to
feature in the new pro<luctivity film,
•· The Box On The Wall," which has
been released nationally.
The film, one of the Rank Organisation's " Look At Life " series, has
been produced as part of the British
FacProductivity Year programme.
tory suggestion boxes are the focal
point which gLves the film its title, and
the Walker Crosweller sequence shows
" before and after " examples of how
work study of Leonard thermostatic
valve assembly operations at the Cheltenham plant resulted in a considerable saving of time and effort.

OSMA SYSTEM
MODIFICATIONS
INTRODUCED

URASTONE SECURE
ORDER
U.C.D. DUCTING
THE URASTONE Company of
Higham , Nr. Rochester (Kent), have
ecured an order for more than
£I ,000 worth of Urastone standard
and special ducting, to be installed in
the Science Buildings of U .C.D .
Treated with Bituguard, the new
dueling will complete the network of
exhaust ducts from the fume cupboards included in the design of the
mo t up-to-d ate science laboratory in
Ireland .

TRADE

up to 250 psi and 450 ° F.).
The scope of these tests should cover
the greater part of welding done in
Ireland. More advanced tests will be
introduced as soon as possible.

March , 1963.

New Ideal boiler
This is the "Ideal Vanguard "
boilcT, a new oil fired boiler available
in seven sizes, from 175,000 to 385,000
B.T.U./hour. An important advantage of this boiler is that the air/fuel
ratio is pre-set to give optimum col
and smoke values, with a minimum of
adjusfment on site. The "Vanguard"
is available with a choice of Camron
or Selectos Burner.
Irish agent: E. J. Cocker, Stoneygate, Granville Road, Blackrock, Co.
Dublin.

IN the spring of 1962 modifications
were made to the Osma rainwater
goods system which included: The
introduction of injectio-n moulded
P.V.C. fittings ; design modifications to
compensate for thermal expansion;
and reductions in the number of fittings actu.ally necessary to complete
an installation, with appropriate savings on initial outlay and installation
costs.
All Osma fittings are now injection
This allows for
moulded in P .Y.C.
intricate design detail to be included
which is not possible with conventional materLals.
Pipe connectors
and shoes permit vertical adjustment
of between 0"-r ', when fitted in accordance with Osma Fixing instructions this will ab orb any possible
expansion or contraction.
Irish agent: Victor H. Cam!)bell, II
University Road, Belfast 7.
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ROOF DRAINAGE
WITH ONLY

Available in Grey,
Stone and Black.

TEN~-;,P.V.C COMPONENTS

Terrain roof drainage represents the systematic approach. Ten basic units in the Terrain Range
have been designed to take the best advantage of the particular characteristics of P.V.C.-rather than
to produce copies of standard units-and to combine maximum efficiency with ease of erection.

TERRAIN P.V.C. SOIL AND WASTE SYSTEM
TERRAIN P.V.C. VENTILATION SYSTEM

*

Please avail of our advisory service

Terrain Systems are based on the use ()f unmodified, unplasticised P.V.C.

t!J
-- UNIDDRE LIMITED

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss12/1
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ROOFING MATERIALS
AND TECHNIQUES

THEY ARE NOW SEEKING MORE
PERMANENCY, LESS TROUBLE
ROOF weathering formed a major
part of plumbers' work in olden
times.
Indeed, until comparatively
recent times the only available covering for a flat roof surface was sheet
lead.
How many plumbers to-day
spend time on lead roofwork, or on
any kind of roofwork for that matter?
Except for weathering details at
chimneys and perha~JS
an
odd
dormer now and then, the !)lumber
has sadly neglected this t•,sefu l part of
plumbers' work. The trade may well
lt is all
regret this as time goes by.
so very easy, sometimes perhaps it
seems all too convenient, to let an
enquiry for plumbing services on a
large roofing contract go begging.
As a result the jobs get taken U!J by
Very soon,
roofing "specialists."
roofwork will no longer be regarded
as the plumber's job unles the trade
as a whole awakens to thi thoughtless loss of work from the craft.

New techniques
Looking for
something
more
permanent and trouble free, the forward looking architect looks for other
roof coverings. More and more, flat
roofs are being specified in lead,
copoer, aluminium, zinc, or "Nura1ite."
Will the architcd look in vain
for his friend the plumber to aoply
these plumber's materials for him?
Not if the trade shakes itself, shows a
will to master the newer, easier and
quicker techniques.
Given the will
to obtain new " know-how" there is
no roofing jobs the !)lumber cou.1d
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not do just as well, and as profitably,
as the "specialists."
Lead working techniques do not
lag.
Recent developments, especially
in lead-boring application to roofing
details, offer good, productive, and
interesting methods of working. The
durability of lead is well known.
Its appearance suits many types of
building, even modern ones.
If in
evidence of faith in its values, the
roof of the vast Shell Centre on
South Bank, London, is lead covered.
The building, the last word in building technology and practice, is kept
dry by lead, the oldest of the
plumbers' metals.
A new hollow roll technique was
developed for this roof and leadburning figures largely in its execution.
The whole is explained in the latest
Lead Development Association booklet, "Leadwork For Plumbers," Vol.
3, No. 2.
This is free to all who
write for it to 34 Berkeley Squ.are,
London, W.l.
Copper in roofwork may seem new
and too difficult to bother with.
Tn
fact, the working techniques are very
simple-a few basic applications of
seam and fold being sufficient to give
ample confidence to those who wish to
gain more ex9erience in this so-called
" hard metal."
Light, clean, easy to handle, the
material in "Dead Soft" strip, 2ft.
wide, grows in popularity with
plumbers who have bothered to master
its methods of application.
Tt has a pleasing appearance and
ofTers a presentable, craftsmanlike
finish, easily attained by any competent plumber in a very short time.
A notable examole of copoer roofing in the J?rand manner i the recent
covering of the dome-shaOJed Plante-

tarium in Baker St., London. Readers
may not be anticipating work of this
scale very often, if at all. But they
should be in on this material-it has
a lot to offer the plumber of to-day.
Write to the Copper Development
Association, 55 South Bodley St.,
London, W.l, for the free book,
" Copper Roofing." No plumber can
afford, to be without a copy for reference and practical guidance.
Aluminium too is not to be denied.
This lightweight material employs
techniques very like those used for
sheet copper.

A help
Aluminium is used in conveniently
handled coils of 2ft. wide strips. lt
may be obtained in "Dead Soft"
temper for flashing in short pieces and
for secu.rely fixed details like chimney flashings, ridge pieces, etc.
For work in larger areas, ! Hard
material is recommended.
Much
stifTer, but of similar composition and
purity as the softer material, it mi~ht
appear to the feel to be too difficult
to work with.
One very soon reali es that this is a mistaken impression
and that the slight extra stiffness is
a help rather than a hindrance in
The metal "lays" better
working.
and the finish is very pleasing.
Eton College Chapel roof has just
been re-covered in aluminium-by
plumbers-and a splendid job it is teo.
The British Aluminium Company
o( Norfolk House, St. James Squ.are,
London, will gladly provide free illustrated literature which explains
step by step, just how the mate-rial i~
simply formed to the most awkward
details.
Continued overleaf
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This special survey-another in a series on important aspects of
the plumbing and heating trades-has been compiled by technical
expert A. L. Townsend, M.R.S.H., M.l.P.

Lock-Roll Roofing is a rather
special development in aluminium
roofing techniques. It is, in fact, a SPECIAL SURVEY
patented system of roofing.
Pre- - - - - - - - - - fabricated sheets are used and these
from previous page
lock to-gether in a most ingenious
On site work details are
manner.
reduced to an absolute minimum and Cap " method is stili to be recomlarge areas can be covered in very mended although it is possible to get
short time.
Its appearance is pleas- softened zinc sheets which can be
antly modern and it blends most joined by standing seam technique as
happily with ali forms of up-to-date used for copper and aluminium.
domestic building.
The " Roll Cap" method is decidCosts and illustrated literature on edly more difficult to understand in
this exciting new plumber's roofing pictorial form than it is in practice.
material are free from the British Really, it is a very simple job-and
Aluminium Company, address as a sound one.
above.
Zinc roofing is specified with consistent regularity for all kinds of new
buildings.
Why not get the booklet
Zinc Roofing techniques va1 y but which shows you how it is done? It
little.
This testifies to the care and is free from the Zinc Development
forethought which went into develop- Association at 34 Berkeley Square,
Having stu.died the
ment many years ago.
The " Roll London, W.l.

Techniques

u -,

"Know-how," why not get a few
square feet of zinc-it's cheap enough
-and "have a go." Given that, you
make up a suitable forming block as
shown in the " Roll-Cap Roofing"
booklet, you wiii be pleasantly surprised to find how simple the job is
tn practice.

Economic
"Nuralite" roofing is a comparative newcomer to this branch of
plumber's work.
An up-to-date
material for up-to-date plumbers, it
was developed to provide an economic
roof covering, of light weight and
good durability.
"Nuralite" is a non-metaiiic roofing material made from fu.sing
asbestos fibre and bitumen to a
homogeneous and dense sheet of
about 1/ lOth inch thickness. In no

CAIITMOAIIS

. FL

IRISH

I. S. - 59 GUTTERS

S'J'.\~0.\RD SPt~CJFICATION

PAODIICT!_

59

:

1953

AND FITTINGS
4", 4f', 5" x 14 GAUGE
Hot Dip Galvanised after manufacture

•
IN THE ENTIRE PRESSED STEEL
RANGE THE I.S. 59 IS THE

ONLY GUTTER
APPROVED BY THE DEPT.
OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FOR USE IN

Grant Type Houses
NO BREAKAGES
EASY TO ERECT
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss12/1
MADE IN IRELAND
DOI: 10.21427/D7713V
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SPECIAL SURVEY
PRODUCT REVIEW

/ro111 previous page
circumstances can it be likened to a
roofing felt, which it is not.
Jt is,
Indeed, a modern material purpose
prepared for present day needs, and
to be worked with inherent craft
skills as po se sed by any competent
plumber.
No special training i
needed to make first-class jobs with
" Nuralite" but a little practice on
odd pieces, preferably in the presence
of a "Nuralite" demon trator, will
quickly provide the "feel" and appreciative working properties of this
thermo-plastic,
heat
formed
on
bench or in situ, material.
The services of demonstrators is
freely available.
Messrs. Thos.
Dockrell, Sons & Co. Ltd., are the
Irish agents of "Nuralite" and will
be glad to have enquiries.

Vital necessity
Eaves Gutters will remain as an
it em of plu.mber ' work. The repair
and replacement of broken or otherwise defective gutters will still be a
long-term want for existing houses.
Gutters of cast iron in one coat of
paint ex work , or in more durable
vitreous enamel, have long " held the
noor ." They now have zinc, cast
aluminium and galvanised mild teel
gutters and R.W.P.'s as serious competitor . Making fair bid to beat the
lot are the newer plastic rainwater
goods.
All of these will be represented by
advertisement in this issue.
Each
has its advantages and disadvantages
as to co t, durability, maintenance
cost, appearance, ease of fixing and
so on.

The latest
Readers will do well to seek latest
information on all these products.
Rainwater drainage work is not always the most enjoyable of plumbing jobs. Nevertheless it is a vital
necessity in the maintenance of a
healthy, dry home. It is a job which
has tended to become very " traditionalised '' and if we are to move
with the times, and reap the benefit
of doing o, we must be prepared to
examine all latest develooments and
methods in all materials.- Only in
this way can the mo t advantageous
choice be made, with sound reason
based on informed, unbiased, assessment of material pror:rties and usage.
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the design of rainwater goGds,
Terrain roof drainage represents
the systematic approach. Of particu,Jar
interest is the design of the components, which have been made, not as
copies of conventional um'ts, but to
take full advantage of the special
properties of unpla ticised P.V.C.
Ten basic units comorise the
Terrain range; and these 10 combine
maximum efficiency with minimum
cost of erection.
Gutter and dov,n
pipe is supplied in strai!"ht, plain
lengths without sockets .
Thi enables any length of gutter or down
pipe to be cut without wastage of
material.
From within the range, complete
rainwater ystems may be built up
by comparatively unskilled labour ;
indeed one man can comolete an installation without assistan~e.
Terrain gutter is four inches true,
half round, havin£' a flow capacity
of II gallon a minute when laid
level and 151 gallons a minute when
laid to a fall of one inch in 50 ft.
The special design of the ystem's
joint supoort bracket eliminates the
need to use mastic in jointin()' lengths
of gutter.
Gutter ends are simply
inserted into semi-circular slots at
each side of the support bracket,
where they are securely held. Space
within the bracket leaves adequate
room for thermal exoan ion.
Both the joint and ordinary suooort
brackets are desirned complete with
a nickel plated fixing screw which is
securely held in a tapered hole.
Down pioe are cut to requisite
length and have either eared or plain
ockets solvent cemented to the too
of them. They are then assembled
with the necessary bends, branches

A

typical installation of Terrain

P.V.C. rainwater system.
(Builders:
Wates & Co. Ltd., Dublin).
and shoes.
Offsets are made from
bends and pipe offcuts, iointcd with a
solvent weld cement.
·
When assembling the oi!)e or fitting, it i a pu.sh fit into- the socket
of a fitting below it, thus allowing
for thermal expansion and contraction.
The material
chemically inert,
and, in addition to being resistant to
acids and alkalis, is resistant to degradation by sunlight.
The complete
system is available in black -grey
(graphite) and stone (putty) ~olour.
No paint protection is needed; 120 ft.
of gutter weighs only 60 lbs.
The Mini ter for Local Government
ha.s approved of the use of the Terram P.V.C. Ra inwater System in
houses, the subject of p:rants under
the Housing Acts, and i.n houses erected by housing authorities.

***

THE IRISH ALUMTNlUM Co.
Ltd., Nenagh, Co. Tipperary oroduce
a .varie~y of. rainwater g~ods and
builders castmgs.
All castings are
guaranteed to be produced from metal
to British standard specification.
For details of further rainwater
goods see the Northern Notes report
on the introduction of the Aspect
System there.

PRODUCT REVIEW- continued o 11
following page
Fifteen
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PRODUCT REVIEW
from previous page

HAMMOND LANE INDUSTRIES,
Ltd., Dublin, are well-known makers
of galvanized tanks and copper
cylinders and their products are
giving excellent service in many fields.
The firm has all sizes and capac:ti~s
in stock.

gineering Exhibition and the International
Welding
Exhibition
at
Olympia from April 23 to May 2,
the three members of the Vokes Group
of Companies who will be exhibiting
are Vokes Limited , Yokes Genspring
Limited, and Stream-Line Filters Limited.
Their stand is No. 77 in the
Grand Hall on the ground floor .

ASSOCIATED METAL WORKS
(Glasgow), produce a wide range of
stainless teel sinks, sink units, and
sink ranges from standard types or
specially made to fit. They are made
for hospitals, laboratories, residences,
schools, canteens, hotel and ships.

* * *

AT LON DON SHOW
AT the London International En-

***

piping hot-or cold?

***
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PICTURED HERE from the Osma
Plastics range are (above): The Osma
injection moulded P.V.C. shoe and
fixing bracket, which allows for both
adjustment of pipework away from
the wall face, and permits a t" vertical adjustment to absorb any
exoansion or contraction.
Below:
The Osma injection moulded P.V.C.
running outlet has been designed to
comply with the recommendations of
the Building Research Station.
This
fitting incorporates two union clips
for gutter connection, bracket suppo rt
and- a spigotted nozzle to implify
direct pipe connection.
Irish agent is Victor H. Campbell,
II University Road, Belfast.

-

If it involves pumping-be it hot or cold water-we can
supply the suitable pump for the job from a comprehensive range of pumps designed for the heating and plumbing industries. 'Monobloc' pumps, for instance, are
ideal for air conditioning, boiler feed, boosting, circulating
systems, condensate, filtering, fresh water, heating
systems, refrigeration, sprinkling, sump service, transferring, washing, water softening and many other duties.
They range in size from 1" to 5" diameter delivery,
covering capacities up to 1200 g.p.m., and heads up to
210 feet. 'Vortex' pumps, with heads up to 6oo feet,
are especially suitable for boiler feed duties. Automatic
domestic water supply sets are also available. Illustrated
below are typical models from our range of 'Mono bloc'
pumps.
Send now for fully descriptive literature.

D

Worthington -Simp_son Ltd
2 0 H ERBERT PLACE

PUMP S

O
CO M P R ESS

RS

DUBLIN

HE A T

EXCHANGE

E Q U I PME N ~

PBB47
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INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL
AND HOSPITAL SANITARYWARE

THE CURRENT EMPHASIS IS
ON GOOD DESIGN
CURRENT emphasis on good design
in all things appertaining to indL•.strial and public buildin£>s has had
marked effect in recent years on the
design of sanitaryware for public use
in those buildings.
Once it was deemed sufficient for
the a rchitect to indicate on his plans
the position of each piece and include
in his specifications a p.c. item to
cover the total. To-day, however, the
architect pays considerable attention
to the designated use of each item of
sanitaryware, and to its design and
sitting bearing in mind the number
of users to be catered for, the frequency of u e, and the resistance of
various materials to every forseeable
hazard.
He also takes into consideration the degree of atmospheric
oollution and the various substances
with which anitaryware is likely to
be in frequent contact.
Tn many
ca es, too, special thou!.'ht is devoted to
the actual methods of connecting that
sa nitaryware to the plumbing system
and the difficulties the plumber might
encounter.
And where once there was no
choice and fireclay sanitaryware just
had to be used, to-dav increasins> use
is being made of other mate~ial .
Neverth-e less, in spite of competition,
to-day's ceramic glazed fireclay sanitaryware is more than holding its
own.
Manufacturers of fireclay sanitaryware spend a ~reat deal of time and
money on imoroving the desi!!ns of
their oroducts, not iust for the ake
of devisin!! somethinn new, but with
the main -ouroose o( producin!.' san1-
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Due to reasons beyond our
control, illustrations which were to
have appeared in conjunctrion with
this Survey were delayed in transit
and arrived too late for inclusion
in this issue.
They will appear
instead with this article's continuation next month.
taryware to serve its ourposes with
the utmost efficiency and without the
need for constant attention or maintenance work.
ln this they are-9er ha!Js unconcioL•.sly- olaying a vital role in helping to maintain industrial production
at the hi!?"h levels essential under
present economic condition.
A well
designed washroom equipoed with
equally well designed sanitaryware,
not only eliminates congestion, but by
it clean, attractive apoearance and
hygienic condition, reduces the oossibilities of spreading infectious complaints and conseQuent absenteeism.
Moreover, it subconsciously induces
in the users a !'ride in !'ersonal cleanliness.
Tt is, of course, dangerou to generali se on the ty.9e of equipment
which should be installed, bL•.t it is
well to consider the modern alternatives to established custom. Washbasins, for instance, whether olacod
in rows against the wall or b~ilt in
" island" units, can be superseded in
manv cases by the installation of
washing troughs and circular island
" fountain" trou~?hs.
With each of
these, less !li!)ework is involved, fewer
fittings are needed. and there is a

consequent reduction in the possibilities of trouble through blocked or
burst pipes.
In spite of this, however, a washroom so equipped frequently reduces
the time spent in the washroom by the
same number of peo9le, even at peak
periods; and washing trou!.'hs are invaluable where the need 1~ for more
than just perfunctory hand or face
washing. They provide the user with
far greater facility than the normal
wash basin.
Showers, too, are becoming more
widely used for removin!! industrial
The great advantage of
grime.
showers is, of course, economy in the
use of water. Three to five gallons
is usually ample for a shower, in
strong contrast to the twenty-five or
so which is about the averape when
using a normal bath.
With the use
of an efficient thermostatic control
valve (like the Leonard 72 by Walker
rosweller), the reduced quantity of
hot water used can make a most imoressive difference to fL•.el bills. Fireclay shower trays are, ofi course,
made in various sizes to cater for
either individual or collective use of
shower facilities.
Possibly the greatest improvements
in sanitaryware for public usa?e is
apparent in the stvle of modern
urinals and water closets.
Undoubtedly such progress has been easier
because manufacturers and designers
do not encounter the same res'stance
to .Purely functional ouroo e needs
as they do in making dom~stic

Continued page nineteen
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e
for galvanized tanks
with a good name
behind them :
HAMMOND LANE h a v e years of
experience in making galvanized tanks
and copper cylinders-your guarantee
of quality ! AU sizes and capacities
now available from stock.

Hammond
lane
Industries ltd.,
111 PEARSE STREET, DUBLIN, 2.
Eighteen
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sanitaryware when aesthetic appeal
must be taken into accot!!nt.
Relatively few house , for instance,
could be
afely equipped with a
corbel-type closet, yet, becau e of its
many advanta~es, this ty;Je is installed
in ever-increasing numbers of hospitals, industrial oremi es and other
oublic buildings. Being clear of the
floor, and with the cistern concealed
in or behind the wall, the corbel type
water clo et greatly simplifies the
labou.rs of cleaning stafT. one such,
recently marketed, makes cleaning
even easier by the use of a " hinged
hinge" for the seat. This Patented
device enables the seat to be lifted

the best o( attention, are far from
hygienic and which until now were
the only alternative to constant seat
replacement.
Hosp:tal Sanit':lryware. - Ignoring
the a oect of functional suitability for
design-ated purposes, the ore-eminent
requirement for hospital sanitaryware
is that it should be completely
hygienic and capable of being maintained in that condition at all times.
It should be com!)letely sterile and as
free from the danger of carrying
cross-infection as are the surgeon's
in truments. Tt should, moreover, be
so designed that not only is cleaning
simple -and easy, but also in such a

central drainage channel. This, it is
claimed, gives much better drainage.
I~ also has what is virtually a "builtin" sluice sink, big enou£h to take
the largest anatomical specimens.
Su.pply pipes are concealed in the
fireclay supports which have covered
edges at the bottom to facilitate
cleaning.
The urgeon 's scrub-up unit has for
long comprised some form of sink or
specially cavacious wash basin, usually
equipped with elbow action fittings.
A radical deoarture from this stvle is
evident in th~ most recent unit. ·consisting of a flat wall slab with integrally moulded end pieces- similar to

SPECIAL SURVEY- from page seventeen

TIME AND MONEY SPENT IN THE
IMPROVEMENT OF PRODUCT DESIGN
normally, and when required, the
complete seat and hin_!!e is raised clear
of the !)an so that the whole top
surface can be wiped.
That same firm ha produced a
clo et with an open rim which is wide
enough to allow for the insertion of
a cleaning rag or bru.sh without any
reduction of the force, direction, or
" soread " of the flush.
Another
closet from that works is eouipped
with an inspection cover to the trap.
This cover- of solid brass, chrome
olated, is so desi~ned, however, that
its inner circumference fits exactly
flush with the inner wall of the trap.
Thus there is no _!lOSsible internal
projection to initiate soil or other incrustat ion.
The enormous annual cost of replacing dama~ed toilet seats has been
taken into account by another manufacturer with considerable success.
U ing his normal " industrial " model
w.c. as a basis, this manufacturer
made several with inte!!rally moulded
pottery . eat hJ,c:>s projecting upwards
from the ton ed,!!e of the !1an. Theslugs were moulded to take fixing
screws wh ich , fullv concealed in the
seat, hold the seat immovcably in
Position . Arduous testin~> nroved the
efficiency of this method. and the
closets are now in production .
This is obviously a trenmendous
imorovement on the familiar hardwood seal tpads, which. 1even with
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way that over-zealous use of abrasive
or other cleansing agents cannot have
any harmful effects.
Babie ' baths for hospital maternity ward u e are based on the original conce!)t of the rectangular
fireclay sink, although in course of
time they have been altered and
amended.to incorporate all manner of
special features ap!)licable to their
particular purposes.
The modern
baby's bath, for in lance, is not
necessarily rectilinear in outward
haoe; in most cases it is so designed
that water suo!llie
enter the bath
through a separate compartment.
Mixer fittinPs, fitted on the front or
end face of the bath eliminate the
risks of temperature extremes and
avoid every chance of the infant
being brought into contact with hard
metal.
One recently marketed baby's bath
incoroorates an inte!!rally mol'.1ded
small washba in at the ide for u e
by the nurse before handling an infant. This is a further examnle of
the care cxerci ed by sanitaryware
manufacturers in maintaining hvrienic
usc of these _!lroducts. The orovision
of this washbasin helps to ensure a
reduction in the risk of hand-borne
cross infection .
At the other end of the scale, a
new oost-mortem table with footonerated water supnly flttings, has side
channels instead of the more usual

a urinal slab- fitted above a drain
channel, this unit is equi!>!JCd with
glass !Screens :pivotted to slope in"
wards at the bottom towards the slab.
With such a unit, scru.bbing-u!J can
be carried out as vigorously as personal inclination dictates, the glass
panels ensuring that all used and
solashed water is directed on to the
slab. Thus the danger of waterborne cross infection is eliminated .
Swinging the screens back simplifies
cleaning of the slab after use.
There is a marked trend to-dav towards the installation of san.itary
equipment built-in to the suoporting
walls wherever possible .
There is
much to commend in this 9ractice for
the joint between wall and flxture
can be sealed and made water-eight,
and it dis_!)enses with ex!)osed portions
of brackets which are sometimes unsightly and always difficult to clean:
some sanitaryware, of course, will always reol'.ire additional uooort even
when built-in .
-

If the equioment must be " selfsuooorting," however, it i often advisable to have it in tailed a few
inches away from the wall to facilitate thorough cleaning.

To he continued -see product
review page twenty-one
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THE ARCHITECT with an eye [or
efficienC?J also sees in the Lynx's cleancut lines contemporary styling at its very
best.

••• All

THE CUSTOMER is delighted to disTHE PLUMBER finds it easiest o[ all to

fit; the concealed fixing is neat and simple.

cover that such a handsome cistern also
has the most discreetly quiet and dependable mechanism she's ever encountered.

acclaim the

LYNX
MADE IN IRELAND
Shires Lynx is t oday's most popular cistern, for
replacements or new installations. Lynx high and
low level cisterns are made of black Duranite tough and durable, non-crazing, non-corrosive .
The Kingfisher syphon mechanism gives a powerful flush: made of polythene- non-corrosive, nonageing and unbreakable- it can be used in hard
or soft water areas. It conforms to BSS 1125 and
Water Works specifications . Capacities : 2, 2! and
3 gallons.
EVERY GENUINF. LYNX HAS THE
NAME ENGRAVED ON THE CISTERN
Oth er Shires• p r o d ucts are the U ni-Ly n x c l ose-co upl
ed
cistern f i tti n gs a n d t h e Po lyf l oat cola

s u ite,

oNater cistern float.

Available from all recognised builders' providers in the Republic

SHIRES (IRELAND) LIMITED, STANNAWAY DRIVE, CRUMLIN , DUBLIN
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss12/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7713V
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SHIRES (IRELAND) LTD. (Crumlin, Dublin) market a range of llshing
Promimnt
cisterns and toilet seats.
among the e are the " Lynx " cistern
and the "Continental" seat.
Incorporating a Shires "Kingfi her"
siphon
mechanism,
the
" Lynx" gives an efficient, full, powerful flush first time every time.
Made from non-corroding palythene,
the "Kingfisher" is virtually everla ting, yet quiet in operation, and unafTected by climatic condit'ons, acid~,
alkalis or salt water.

Attractively designed in glossy black
Duranite by a leading industrial d~
signer, the "Lynx" is suitable for
any in lallation, high or low-level,
right- or left-hand, in bathroom or
toilet.
Fixing brackets are concealed
and its treamlined contours have no
du, t-collecting led!'eS or crevic:s,
making it easy to keep clean. Duranite, the plastic material from which
the cistern i moulded, i
nonre onant, non-corrodinll', and never
need painting. Shires " Lynx" cisterns are available in 2, 2\, and 3
ga llon capacities, and are fitted with
a
" Polyfloat "
corrosion-resistant
A flush oio:!
polythene ball float.
made of ririd plastic, in either black

NEXT MONTH
Watch next month for the second
part of this Special Survey. It will
be fully illustrated.

NEXT MONTH

or white, can be supplied for fitting
with the high-level cistern.
The •· Continental" seat is made of
a black p1ast1c material sp:cially designed to overcome the disadvantages
of distortion, splitting and breakage,
the inherent disadvantag,es of plast1c
seats.

***

A WIDE range of stain less steel
hand basins is produced by W. G.
Sissons, Ltd., the well-known Sheffield
Catering and industrial s!nk
firm.
bowels can be made to any size and
required shape.
These bowls may
have such features as 1" horizontal
flange for incorporation in working
top or bench, or they may be supplied as a unit complete with supporting stand or brackets.
S~erilizing
Units.- Any stain less
steel sink can be made as a sterilizing
unit heated by gas, electricity or steam.
Bowls are usually 15" deep. The ga
unit is thermostatically controlled,
and has safety device . Electric sterilizing i u.sually by means of a 4 kw.
or 6 kw. element fitted in a protected
ump.
This company also specialises in
preparation benches and tables and
dishwater tabling.
Tri h agent: C. B. Sheridan, 10
Herbert Place, Dublin.

March, 1963.

readily switched for right or lefthand supply and operation.
The
new high-gloss finish ensures easy
maintenance and cleaning.
Fordham also offer a four-piece telescopic high level plastic flush pipe.
This can be oacked inside the
" Fabula," simplffying packing and
delivery, and avoiding loss in transit.
Irish agents: R. T. Large & Son,
Stephens Place, rere 47 Merrion Sq.,
Dublin.

***

PARTICULARS of
the
wide
range of Royal Doulton sanitary
ware are to be had in the various
illnstrated
leaflets
produced
by
Doulton Sanitary Potteries, Ltd.,
Whieldon Pottery, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire, and available throut>h
their Irish agent, S. M. Jones, 47
Wellington Quay, Dublin.

***

THE NO. 412 oroduced by John
Steventon & Sons, Ltd., Cledford
Works, Middlewich, Cheshire, is a
large flat-back wall urinal with lip.
It is supplied with No. 941 brass inlet

***

FORDHAM of Wolverhampton
have now produced an entirely new
high level cistern. The " Fabula" is
of plastic throughout- hell, syphon ,
ball float, "Acquasave" ball valve,
and overflow.
It is robust, light
weight, easy to handle and instal, and
can be transported and stored without risk of damage. The materialalso
the latest thermo-plastic- is
sound deadening.

I

I

!
Thi two-gallon high level cistern
is completely reversible, and can be

and It'' waste outlet. It is in white
only. Method of fixing-two No. 501
wall hangers and two concealed
screw hole . Note: measurements may
vary up to l".

***

THE SPECIAL design introduced
by Alfred Goslett & Co., Ltd., Charing
Cross Road, London, in the production of the Swanlyne wall-hung
urinal incorporates a downward
sweep skirt below the base of the
cistern.
Dust
c.ollecting
brackets
and
clumsy unions are concealed.
Integral divisions on bowl rive a good
In the Au hdegree of privacy.
ing system S.!)ecially desi~ned internal
waterway carry iets of water to the
front of the bowl. The whole bowl
is also wa hed.

Twenty-one
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For industrial, commercial and hospital kitchens

SISSONS STAINLESS

STEEL SINKS

and waste disposal units

STANDARD OR
'CUSTOM -BUll T'
CATERING SINKS

STERILISING
SINKS
heated by gas, electricity or steam.

Write for full details of Sissons
products--including domestic sinks
and kitchen furniture to:
SISSONS

~

SHEFFIELD

W. & G. SISSONS LTD.
)T. MARY'S ROAD, SHEFFIELD 2.

WHIRL-A-WASTE
'
CATERERS
FOOD
WASTE DISPOSERS
Five sizes ranging from 3 h.p. to
j h.p., free-standing or for incorporation into drainers, tabling, etc.
Write for descriptive literature.

TELEPHONE 22 I 18.

Twenty-two
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Dublin firm
introduce new
space heater
THE KHAMSIN portable farm
heater provides heat when and where
it is wanted.
This space heater,
which is entirely new to these islands,
provides hot air at the touch of a
switch.
Either oaraffin or fuel oil
can be used. A~ area of 2,000 to
3,000 square feet is covered by the
circulating warm air.
There are no exoo ed names or
fumes and it can be ·u.sed in workshoos, implement sheds, barns, calf
pens, cowsheds, dairies, farrowing
units, poultry houses, etc., and to
warm engines, dry hay or grain, thaw
out water pipes and equipment.
Iri sh representatives arc Simplex
Dairy Equipment Co. of freland Ltd.,
Bluebell Works, Bluebell, Dublin, 12.

TRADE
TOPICS
Items for inclusion in Trade
Toplcs should reach us by the
fifteent;J o; the month for publication in the following month's issue.
All claims made in this column are
those of ~he manufacturers.

WILL WITHSTAND

DIPLOMAT AT THE
IDEAL HOMES EXHIB.
THE NEW room-sealed Diplomat
gas-fired small-bore boil~r and the
new Potterton wall-mounted Programme Controller were amonP. the
exhibits which Thomas Potterto; Ltd.
presented at the 1963 Ideal Home
Exhibition at Olympia, London.
The room-sealed unit has been designed specifically for use where a
conventional flue or chimney cannot
be used or is not wanted. With the
combustion process totally sealed off
from the room where the boiler is
installed (hence " room-sealed "), such
units can be installed in a kitchen
cabinet or airing cupboard.
B~cause
of the increasing demand for the
room-sealed unit for blocks of flats,
Thomas Potterton offers it in Se-Duct
version as well as Balanced Flue.
The Se-Duct is a central rectangular
flu.~ passing through the building, open
at too and bottom, to which roomsealed appliances are connected.
Irish agent: W. P. F. Hume, Ltd.,
6-12 Hyndford St., Belfast, 5.

HIGHER PRESSURES
THE SAUNDERS type R diamphragm valve is a new valve designed
to withstand working pre sures higher
than those normally recommended for
the standard type A.
The construction is of cast steel,
nanged to A.S.A. Bl6-5/1957
lass
300 of equivalent European nange
tables.
Overall len~ths are to D.T.N.
3300. The bonnest assembly is s~aled
and has a rising spindle with position
indicator and limit
top and ball
thrust.
Padlocking facility can be
provided.
Bodie can be Penton-lined. Maximum working pres ure, 400 p.s.i.
Maximu.m
working
temperature,
100°C.
Irish agent: P. J. asey, Esq., 38
The Rise, Mount Merrion, Dublin.

Mr. Albert R. Potterton, whose
death at the age of 89 occurred on
22nd February, was the elder son of
the late Thomas Potterton, the inventor of the gas-fired central heatin~
boiler.
Albert joined his father's
firm at the age of 16. With his
brother, ,Mr. T . F. C. Pottcrton, he
was a joint m~m'lging director of the
firm.
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FOOD WASTE DISPOSER
FROM IDEAL-STANDARD

New controller
A
vapour-pressure on/off selfcontained temperature controller has
been produced by the British Rototherm Co. Ltc\., Merton Abbey,
London, S.W.19.
The new instrument supplements the company's range
of vapour-pressure indicator-control
thermometers. The complete unit is
contained, for the first time, in one
case which can be wall or panel
mounted. The controller, which has a
4 in. dial, is accuraCe to within 2 per
cent. of the maximum scale readings.
Standard ranges of the new controller
are within the limits of minus 30°F
to plus 500°F and minus 35°C Co plus
260 °C. Other ranges can be supplied.
The instrument can be produced to
make or break contact on rise or fall
of temperature, or with an additional
contact
pointer
for
maximumminimum temperatures. It can be
wired to give audible and vis:ble
warning.
Irish agents: Rototherm Precision &
JnsCrument Co. Ud., 17 Merchants
Quaf, Dublin.

IDEAL-STANDARD LTD. expect
a fast expanding market for their
new "Ensign" Food Waste Disposer.
The " Ensign " food waste
disposer features durable die cast
aluminium alloy body and rever ible
A
stainless steel cutting teeth.
powerful t h.p. electric motor allows
continuous operation.
In the event
of jamming, the motor cuts out automatically.
The unit will fit sinks
with a 31" waste aperture.
Irish agent: E. J. Cocker, Esq.,
Stoneygate, Granville Road Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
'

LONDON
DEMONSTRATION BY
CAPE INSULATION
AT THE London International
Engineering Exhibition, from April
23 to May 2 next, Caoe In ulation
and Asbestos Products- Ltd. will be
demonstrating their comorehensive
range of insu.lating material and illu !rating variou
aopl'cation
on

Continued overleaf
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INTRODUCING
THE NEW KHAMSIN
PORTABLE SPACE HEATER
***
***
****
***

HOT AIR - at the touch of a switch
ECONOMICAL-uses paraffin or fuel oil
CIRCULATING WARM AIR
- covers 2,000-3,000 sq. ft.
SAFE -

no exposed flames or fumes

TRADE TOPICS
from previous page
their stand at Olympia.
Demon tration units showing a
method of stress relieving pipes and
a method of insulating and veneercasing a water tube boiler will be on
view.

PLASTIC TRAP
FROM DUBOIS
THE DU BOIS Co. Ltd., of Brittannia St., Kings Cross, London,
state that their H.D. Black plastic
trap is made of black Rigidix plastic
and has a joint of unique design in
the outlet leg of the seal enabling this
to be turned to right or left through
220°.
The trap is the subject of
provn. patent No. 38070/60 and is
made in 1-J." diameter x 1 }" seal
both in "S" and "P" hapes.
The
"P" trap, without cleaning screw,
forms a simple bath trap. With the
"S" trap, if the outlet is turned towards the inlet as closely as possible,
a form of bottle trap is ~iven which
has a distinct advantage over the
ordinary pattern of bottle trap in that
the through-bore prevents the trap
being stopped up.
lt'' bore, al o 3" seals in this and
If' bore, will be produced in du.e
course. Meantime lt'' x 1~ " adaptors can be supplied to enable the 1 ~"
trap to be used between 1
wa te
and waste piping.
The outlets arc
supolied either male or with compression fittings for 18 gauge copper
tube and to connect either Poltyhene
or lead waste it is necessary to use
only a hort length of copoer tube.

r·

--

Illustrated:

KHAMSIN

MODEL

Output 75,000 B.T.U's, equivalent 24
Entirely automatic.

*

85

n:w.

FulLy pol'table.

Available in two models- Model No. 85, 75,000 B.T.U's/24 Kw,
£97; Model 120T, 120,000 B.T.U's
/
40 Kw, £135.

Sole Agents for Ireland:

Simplex Dairy Equipment Co.
Of Ireland Ltd.
Bluebell Works, lnchicore, Dublin.
Telephone 503288.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss12/1
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The trao are suitable for chemical
purpo e~ in general.
Anot:1cr feature
of the design is that it gives a twopiece trap at one-niece price.
Packing i in carton of 12 oieces
and the t-rap bein~ of extremely light
weight, transportation charg;~s ar~
cut to the minimum.
Irish agents: Kenneth M. Reynold~
Ltd ., 26 Essex Quay, Dublin .
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e

A complete line

of Gauges always
in stock.

lnvestigote the Monotherm
Ronge of
611uges ontl
Corrosion Resistont
Thermometers -

MANOTHERM LTD

• I

14 CORN EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, BURGH QUAY, DUBLIN. Tel. 73913.

-·

- --··- - - --

... for CENTRAL HEATING
he cannot buy better
than the

SICiMUND THERMOPAK or
SILENT FLO
and the prices are very competitive. Why not buy the best at practically
no extra cost ?

SPECIAL FEATURES:

e Super Silent and self-lubricating. e Being glandless, is free from
leaks and n;::eds absolutely no attention whilst operating.
e Special
silicon-impregnated winding- no starter protection needed. e Precisionground sleeve bearings- for long life.
FULLY

GUARANTEED

AND COMPLETE AFTER
ALE

ERVICE AVAIL-

ABLE.

PRICES AND ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE SENT ON APPLICATION.
O~"LY

AVAILABLE FROM THE SOLE AGENTS REPUBLIC
FOR
IRELAND:
OF

MONSELL, MITCHELL & CO. LTD.
67-73 TOWNSEND STREET, DUBLIN 2.
- - · - - - - -- - - - -

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962
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VERY SIMPLE, low-cost but
efficient method of providing old
property with essential water heating
and washing ameniti•es is being pioneered by the Plymouth District of
the Sou.th Western Gas Board, in
collaboration with Plymouth Corporation.
Basically the idea is the use of a
multi-point gas
Main "Apollo "
instantaneous water heater arranged
to supply the kitchen sink and a selfcontained shower cabinet (or shower
recess) as well as a wash handbasin.
An essential part of the scheme is the
provision of a Leonard thermostatic
mixing valve for the shower so that

SOLVING A PROPERTY
CONVERSION PROBLEM
the user has control over the shower
temperature, independently of the
heater itself.
As an example of cost, those installations involving a shower cabinet, as distinct from a shower recess,
are being carried out at a total cost
of about £100 each and (because of
the compactness of the arrangement)
avoiding extensive additions to the
properties concerned which would

Th:
have been prohibitively co tly.
Corporation has also taken the opportunity to equip several sports
pavilions in its munic;pal playing
parks with similar shower {acilities.
Although essentially a Plymouth
project at the present time, the method
would seem to have merits jl!.stifying
its consideration for other areas where
sim ilar problems exist.

PORTABLE TUBE BENDERS
LIGHTWEIGHT BENDING TOOLS
Types GL.O and GL. Minor

Compact machines to produce good quality
sets, compound bends, etc., in non-ferrous
tube. Robustly built, they can be carried
in tool bag and are particularly suitable
for small bore heating and similar types
of installation.

u_ __ _

tCOL.D MAINS SUPPLY

A. FRONT VIEW
OF TYPICAL KITCHEN INSTALLATION

C.\P.\('I 'I'Y: GL 0 - '"
cop.per tub ~.'
GL.

'"
•

and

Minor- &''

and

copper tube.

we

!" dia.
l" dia.

FOLDING STAND MODELS
Types GL. 2B and GL. 3B

ftJTCMEN

B PLAN VIEW
OF TYPICAL BATHROOM CONVERSION

Schematic diagram showing the
two basic forms of conversion of old
properties in Plymouth to provide
essential hot water amenities in limited space and at minimum cost.
Top: For properties with no former
bathroom; shower cabinet sited in
kitchen next to sink and gas heater
arranged to feed both.
Bottom: For properties witli former
bath but no washbasin or adequate
hot water supply at kitchen sink;
former bath area divided into tiled
shower recess and hand washbasin
with gas heater feeding all three
points.
Leonard thermostatic shower valves,
which provide safe and independent
control over shower temperature, were
used in the project. 1Modcrn Plant
Ltd. (Crumlin Road, Dublin) arc
agents here for th~s Walker Crosweller
product.
Twenty-six
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The original and most efficient
portable benders made for bending
light gauge copper tube. Require
no fixing or bolting down and produce good quality bends, cold and
unfilled, to exact measurement on
standard radii.
<'.\I'.H'I'I'Y: GL. 2B -~", l" and 1" dia.
copper tube.
GL 3B-l" '" 1" 1 1 " and
1l". dla. co'ppe;· tube. '

EASY-WORK RATCHET BENDER
Type RP. 58

A machine of new design with a rotary
bending a c t i o n through a powerful
ratchet operated screw.
Completely
portable, produces good quality bends
speedily, accurately and with minimum
of manual effort.
( '.\1'.\(' 1'1'\': ~::

l"

;g r. ~.~·. ~~rfct~Jt~ube .

to 11. nom. bore gas and
steam.

SEE OUR PERMANENT EXHIBITION AT THE
BUILDING CENTRE OF IRELAND, DUBLIN.

FIRST
MADE.

·

~ ~-;-a[] 1•.lMI c~o l"i\1
TUBE BENDING MACHINERY

FINE.ST
MADE.

For details of range of hand-operated, hydraullc and motorlsed machines
handllng up to 8" dla. tube, apply to local stockist or write to: B~Ill. F , IIILMOR L'l' l). (Sal~s ancl St-n'IC'I'), (' ,\X'I' O~ \\',\\', S'J'EVt;N,\GE, Imlt'J'S.
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Not any more
They never did use small boys for cleaning boiler tubesand the idea is as dated as hand brushing
now that Airnesco brush automation is available
for water tube boilers, waste heat boilers,
and economic type boilers.

'Walks' along the tube-no
pushing or pull ing- the operator
stands still and waits for the 'Ferret' to
oush itself up the tube and return to him.

AIRNESCO PRODUCTS LTD.

Cleans a 300 tube fire
tube boiler in 30 mins
-without brushingby air puffs alone.

Bedford Buildings, 7 Bedford St., Belfas t, 2. Tel. 26343 -

For further details of these and other
Airnesco Products , and for a free demon stration in your own works, write now to

IIALPI N & HAYWARD LTD . -

16-17 Lr O' ConnellS t., Dublin. Tel. 486Ja

INVITATION

• • •

We extend a hearty invitation to our many
friends in the plumbing trade and all those
interested in modern kitchen and bathroom
furniture and fittings to visit our extensive
showrooms.
Compression Joint Fittings
Copper Piping - Pipe Wrap
Copper Cylinders - Open Top Tanks - Pressed Steel and Cast
Oil Fired and Solid Fuel Boilers
Baths,
Iron Radiators
Basins, Toilet Sets, Shower Fittings
Mixer Fittings
Stain
less Steel, Enamel Steel, Fire Clay Sinks - Blow Lamps, Solder B-athroom and Kitchen Furniture • Double Compartment Tanks.
For a full comprehensive ~·,~ply of plumbing materials:

DOCKRELLS

of Georges St., Dublin

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962
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RAM PUMPS: THEIR USE
AND INSTALLATION
LAST month, the use and installation of the hydraulic ram as a
water pu.mpin,g unit was discussed.
It was indicated that where suitable
conditions existed-such as a stream
or river of sufficient volume-the appliance could be expected to provide
a very satisfactory and economical
way of providing a water supply to
a farm, etc.
It is now proposed to consider a
situation where a suitable stream or
river is available, but the water, unfortunately, is not of a sufficiently
high degree of purity to use for
domestic purposes. A small spring
or well is, however, available to provide a source of pure water, and <mr
problem is to pump this water to the
dwelling or farm buildings.
In this case, a pumping-ram-more
familiarly called in the trade a "clean
and dirty water ram "--can be used,
the impure water acting as a source
of power to raise the clean water
from the spring and pump it to its
destination.

Working
principles
T"E working principle of this type
of ram is as follows. (Fig. 1).
Water flows down the drive pipe
(A) into the ram body and flows out
of the dash or pulse valve (B) until
sufficient velocity develoos to close
the valve sudde~ly. Wh~n this happens, the water, in recoiling, will be
seen to strike the head of the piston
(C) with a momentum eaual to the
velocity and wei~>ht of - the water
within the body of the ram.
The
piston, having received this upward
thru.st or blow, is at once moved upwards, so pushing the smaller cupleathered piston against the adjustable
spring (D) which, in turn, immediately exerts a downwards pressure.
so returning the piston to its original
position.
With each beat of the ram, the
piston moves up and down in exactly
the same way as the bucket in an
ordinary jack or suction oumo.
thereby causing alternately a oartial
vacuum and a pressure in the cylinder
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G. Bolton

(E). This, in turn, cau es the op~n
ing and closing of the valves (F) and
(G), which act as inlet and delivery
ports, respectively.
The pumping action of the p :ston
causes the water to be drawn up
from the spring and forced into the
rising main via the air chamber, and
thence to the store tank.
The design of this type of ram is
such that the possibility of impure
driving water from the river coming
into contact with the clean soring
water is completely eliminated, even
though the valves may, after a time,
wear.
ft mu t, of cour e, be borne in mind
that the suction lift of the ram on
the clean water inlet cannot be more
than 25ft. as with the ordinary pump.
In fact, it is advisable to keeo as
much below this figure as !>O sibie to
ensure atisfactory working.

Twin installations
WHERE the water now is abundant, and lar!!e quantitie of
water are required for farming or
industrial use, two or more rams can
be connected to the same ri in_g main.
Separate drive pipes must, however,
be connected to each ram.
The u.se of multiple rams in thi
fashion enables one to be shut ofT for
cleaning or adju tment while still
leaving the others to continue pumping.

Perhaps, having read this and the
previous article, one of our readers
decides to instal a ram. Before,
however, selecting any particular
model it would be advisable for him
to supply the following data to the
manufacturers o that they will be in
the oo ition to recommend the correct -appliance for the particular job.
1. The Fall likely to be obtained
from a river or stream by means of
a dam, etc.
The greater the fall obtainable, the
less water will be required to work
the ram- an imoortant ooint where
water is scarce. -On the -other hand,
however a small fall in conjunction
with a iareer ram mav orove less
costly fro~ the installatio~ point of
view.
2. The Vertical Height and Distance
to which the water has to be pumped.

17IE

Measured

vertical height mu t be
measured from the level of the
ram to the too of the store tank into
which the wa-ter i to be delivered.
It is important to note that the higher
the water has to rise, the more powerfUll must be the ram. The horizontal
length of the rising main is not normally of great importance except
where long runs are involved.
ln
such cases it is advisable to in tal a
larger diameter pipe to reduce fricThe addition of extra air
tion.
chambers on the pipe may also be
helpful.
Ram manufacturer will
give advice on thi aspect when supplied with measurements.
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FIG. I.

~
CHAMBER

RAM PUMPS
3. Quantity of Driving Water. The
method of measuring this was described in our last article.
It will be recalled that the quantity
of water 9assing throu i: h the drive
pip:! will depend largely on the velocity or S!)eed of flow. This, in turn,
depends on the head pressure.
4. Delivery Required from Ram.
This should be stated in gallons requhed for 24 hours.
As a helo in
deciding this, it will be found that
the consumption on an average farm
should be about 600 to 700 gallons
per day, or perhaps somewhat more
if there is a large number of livestock involved. For a two-storied
house with, say, six !JeO!Jie, about 250
to 350 gallons storage should suffice.
In cases where a number of houses
are surmlied from the same storage
tank, a· iwod average would be about
25 to 30 gallons per occuoant.

F

t

FROM
WELL OR SPRING

c

Pump installations

AS this article concludes our present

PUMPING

OR

DOUBLE-ACTING RAM

eries on ru.ral water suo!)lies and
pumping units, it is !,)erhaps a suitable
time to recall some of the main points
to bear in mind when dealing with
the installation of
uch appli ances
and equipment.
It will be found that most complaints and troubles ori£ in ate on the pump barrel to try and seal the valves
suction side of a pumping unit. This, before water can be pumped.
of course, is due to the fact that a
pumJ.>, unless com!)letely submerged,
an air leakage into the suction
as may be the case in a tube well,
depends on the atmospheric pre sure
pipe is suspected, the old dodge
to !)USh the water into the pump of placing an ear against the pipe
body.
wall will often indicate if a pinhole or
This " sucking" or " lifting" of leaking coupling is the source of the
the water by the J.>Ump is cau ed by trouble. Thi is particularly evident
the air pressure in the suction pipe after vigorou.s pumping.
being reduced to a !)artial vacuum,
Tt is very important, also, to keep
so that the external air, bv its press- the strainer and foot valve clear of
ure on the surface, causes the water mud or leaves. Normally, it should
to flow through the strainer and tail- be about 12 inches over the well
valve into the suction pipe, thereby bottom, but often, through an influx
of silt, the valve gets choked, hence
filling the vacuum.
Tt is essential, of cour e, that air causing a terrific drag on the pump
cannot leak into the suction 9i9e and bucket- usually indicated by a tenso nullifv the vacumm, or that air dency for the handle or lever to fly
Where a centrilocks do · not form throul?h loops on back when released.
anv horizontal section of the pipe, fugal pump is involved, the pump
otherwise very erratic action of the impellor will continue to rotate with
pumoing unit will re ult.
A clear out drawing water.
The inlet and outlet connection
examole of this tv"e of dPfect i the
necessity to "cha~~e" old oumos by on ou.mps are desillned to take a depouring- a bucket of water -down the finite size of pipe and it is important,

OLD DODGE WILL OFTEN
FIND AIR LEAKAGE

JF

Air leak

therefore, that this be not diminished
or reduced in size. lf, however, a
long horizontal run of suction pipe
is involved, it is an advantage to
increase its diameter by one size
larger than that req_uired at the pump
inlet to reduce friction.
Indeed this
can be applied to the average su~tion
pipe to reduce any possibility of
energy losses.

Total head
SOME pump manufacturers use the
expression " Manometric head"
instead of total head, but it will be
found that this simply means the
head measured from the lowest possible water level uo to the point of
discharge, and in addition inCludes an
allowance for losses due to friction,
sharp bends, valves, etc.

Tn some calculations, these friction
losses are hown as eauivalent lengths
in feet of straight pipe.
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LINK UP

TRADE

TOPICS
Mr. M. Gleeson, C.E.O., said the
cost of the competitions would be
about £50,000.
He paid tribute to
employers and the trade unions for
all their support, and added that his
committee was making a substantial
contribution towards the cost.

ALLIED JRONFOUNDERS LTD.
and the Universal Asbestos Manufacturing Co. Ltd. announce that they
are to have a common range of
p.v.c. plastics rainwater and soil goods.
The Metrex p.v.c. soil system was
introduced by Allied lronfounders
early last year. U.A.M. have marketed
their Aspect system of rainwater
goods since the autumn of 1961.
From March I, 1963, each company
will sell both systems, thus bringing
about a degree of standardization and
interchangeability unique in thi field .

~ ~
. PRY~ ~ottiu o b ~

Cktcl ffld/t

NEW HEATMETER
New on the market here is this
domestic or industrial heatmc.,ter, designed and developed by the Dutch
Engineering Company, Pegus Limited,
and introduced by Norco Engineering
Ud.
It combines two integrally
built instruments, a flow meter and
B.t.u. computer, encased in a compact
and aesthetically designed casing,
adapted for simple installation in hot
water piping sys1ems.

ll-1
~"'~
I

Norco Engineering Ltd., Haywards
Heath, Sussex, are making arrangements to be represented in the
Twenty-Six Counties.

Apprentices
competitions will
cost £ 50,000

THE

lnternational Trade Comp::titions for Apprentices will be
held in the College of Technology,
Bolton St., Dublin, from July 8 to 13.
Apprentices (rom the following
col1lntries will take part:- Austria,
Belgium, Britain, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland,
Ireland, and possibly Denmark. The
U.S. is considering sending a team of
observers.
The Minister for Education, Dr.
Hillery, at a Press conference last
month, in the Shelbourne Hotel,
Dublin, said that they would like to
make the occasion a memorable one
for their visitors.

He's a regular FRY'S stockist and he knows he's
missing sales when he can't supply ofT the shelf.
FRY'S solders are popular. Customers like them for
quick action and superb results. Retailers prefer
them for their rapid sales and their certain satisfaction
bringing repeat business.
/low are your stocks? Why not phone your usual
wholesaler now.

I FRY~S M~tal foundries Limited
197 Pearse Street, Dublin. Telephone: DUBLIN

And at: LONDON

MANCHESTER

KIDDERMINSTER

7424~

GLASGOW

Thirty
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Continued /roll/ previou.1 issue.

THE PLUMBER'S HANDS
Protection and prevention
THERE arc a lways new materia ls
to hand le for the plumber, and
they contain occasionally substances
wh ;ch may injure the skin of hands
and 1orcarms. Sometimes it is hard
tq discover the irritating material. In
such cases a patch te t is carried out
with the material susp~cted-a procedure which may take time and
patience. A small quantity of the
sus_o:ct~d material is
brought on a
healthy part of the skin. and left for
24 hours or shorter. If a pos:tive reaction occurs, the skin gets reddened
or blister develop.
Some plumbers may be ensitive to
certain materials; they suffer from an
inflammation of the hands or fingers
when touching them. Other plumber
who handle the same material have
no trou.ble at all.
The hand irritation disappears quickly when the
sensitive plumber or steam fitter has
been shifted to another kind of work
where he can avoid the suspicious
material.

Infections
Industrial statistics have
hown
that infection of the hand generally
form the major injuries which lead to

By DR. W. SCHWEISHEIMER
part1al and permanent disabilities.
The plumber cannot help to be exposed to small injuries which later
may become infected.
Injuries of the hand form the most
common type of accidents among
p lumbers, but serious infect ions are
rare when there is proper medical
care immediately after occurrence of
the injury. Good first aid treatment
consists in immediate application of a
terile dressing, and nothing more.
It has been stressed that an
experience-won fact is that, obviously,
the best treatment of injuries is prevention of further harm, and thi is
only attainable as the resu.lt of permanent co-operation and the sharing
of responsibility by the employer, the
employee and the doctor.
Tn more
severe infections of the hand the use
of the modern chemical sulfa compounds and of penicillin is a remarkable progress in modern therapy.

Pustules
Most pu tules on the hand of
plumber and steam fitters are not of

Thermal Insulation

dangerous infectious
origin, but
simple furuncles, boils. As far back
a 1862 a study on special signs of
workers' hands was published by
Vernois in Paris. He ment ioned already the frequency of furuncles,
pu8tules, eczema , etc., among workers who handle metal.
Thi inflammation often takes its
start from a sebaceous gland in the
skin or from a sweat !!land or the
shaft of a hair. It is u;uallv due to
inoculation with a germ.
-The infections occur mainly on those parts
of the skin that are exposed to friction or injury. A furu~cle may become very painful.
After a few days the boil is "ripe."
The pustule ruptures and its yellowishwhite content is extruded or mav be
removed mechanically.
The ge~eral
condition of a plumber may well
predispo e to the infection; unhygienic
working conditions sv.rely have influence on its growth and frequency.
Tn cases of reoeated boils and esoecially in extend~d general furuncuiosis
the urine should be tested for sugar,
as a diabetic condition favours the
predisposition to furuncles.
However, even a diabetic !)lumber. with
the help of insulin, rePains his full
working efficiency and his inclination
to furunculo is will disaooear r.nder
insulin treatment.
-

W e are the foremost i:l.Bulation
specialists in the country wHh
many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Refinery at Whitega.te and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples. If you have
any heat-loss problem, discuss
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommendations are offered free and
without obligation.

Sole agents and stockists for:

M.A. Boylan Limited
A subsl<llary or Tho Cape Asbestos Company Ltd .•

50a Harcourt Street, Dublin.
telephone: 52397, 54485 and tS 1787

' R ocksil' rock wool
R igid Sections
Flexible Sections
Blankets
M attresses (wire-mesh- backed)
Loose Wool
'Caposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range of plastic materials
and hard-setting com~ osilions.
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NORT'HERN NOTES

Looking forward to heat- wave
-Haden director

" W E are

looking forward to a
heat-wa ve in London early this
summer."
So said Mr. G. Smith, director of
Messrs. G. N . Haden & Sons, heating and ventilating engineers, London ,
NC 25

to an audience of consultants, architects and civil engineers in the Midland Hotel, Belfast, last month.
The reason why Mr. Smith hopes
for a heat-wave is to enable his company to test the effectiveness of the
NC 35

N C 30

GUARANTEED
NOISE CRITERIA
LEVELS
MI!Hil

Suopty

''ov'"'

•

1n

Belfast

air conditioning system which the
company instal led in one of the tallest buildings in London , the Shell
Centre of the Royal Dutch Shel l
Group.
This vast building presented Messrs.
Haden with many problems when they
designed the mechanical services.
Many of the answers to those problems are now common practice, but
at the time of designing of the Shell
Centre were unique.
The film was made by Mr. M.
H. W . Joyce and a nother executive of
Messrs. Haden . Mr. Joyce is now
deputy manager of Messrs. Haden 's
Belfast branch and introduced Mr.
Smith .

Dublin firm
opens first
Belfast office

AND THE HEAT
REQUIRED!

-

JOOCubrclee t perm"'ule«ltt

$00

New Forceflos-with Convectorgraph selection
Only the new Biddle Forceflo Convectors
guarantee •low noise criteria levels. Only the
trim. compact F01·ceflos give quiet powcrConvectorgraph selecled .Euch unit has a per·
formance graph showing specific NC ratings
relative to air. heat and voltage factors. Even
whereaheatinl!'demand is exceptionally high.
a low noise level can be assu r ed by se lective

planning from a wide range of unit capac ities.

FORCEFLO CON VE CTO I{GRAPII
SE LE CT ION means a ll th e quie t h eat
you require-Hpccijica.IIJJ!

C< mpact centrifugal fan types-28" hig h by
H" deep free stun dinl!' models. Ccmp le te range

of s'zes. dc::; igns and ancillary equ ipment.

29.'00-62.000 B I U/hr. outputs at 60' F E.A.
and 180/lSO'F water. Rotary switch speed
control. Hot wate r or steam heatin g medium.

•Tests conductca tn<tependentlv and certl{lcatea by a leading Acoustics research company

Technical data is availabla from any of tha addressos below

BIDDLE
F H BIDDLE LTO (British Trana Co ltd M,nufacturinz 01vi
s ron)
16 Upper Grosvonot Street, London W1
Hyd o Pork 0532
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Quality controlled products·TlCHN C\l REPRESENTATIVES
0 . H . BUTLER , 1 Bl ackwood
, Holan's
Cresce nt
Bav, Ballast
Telephone ; Holen' s B
ay 2119
QUADRANT ENGINEERS, 6 Mount Street Cresce nt , Dubli n
T olep hono:
Dublin
61492

U71

THE WELL-KNOWN Dublin firm
of Me srs. Tedcastle, McCormick &
Co., Ltd. , opened its first Belfast
branch at 63 High Street, on March J,
under the managership of Mr. George
H. Edmonston.
Present at the opening ceremony
was the managing director of the firm ,
Mr. John P . Reihill , junr. His father ,
Mr. John P. Rehill , senior, is chairman of the firm , which beca me a
private company in 1950.
The Belfast branch has the sole
concessionary rights in Northern Ireland for the sale of the Potez heater,
which is manufactured in Galway
from a French design and which i
claimed to cost only I d . an hol!.r to
run.
Mr. Edmon ton is available for consultation on the heating problems or
a firm or orivate individu a l.
The
branch will be able to suoply every
type of solid fuel, oil or gas hea ter
and ome of th e latest examples of
these a re on display at the attractivelyfitted out bra nch premises.

NORTIIERN NOTES continued
page
on o ppo.lite
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ASPECT SYSTEM
INTRODUCED IN
THE NORTH
THE ASPECT P.Y.C. rainwater
system is now available in Northern
lreland.
Manufactured by Allied
Structural Plastic Ltd., an associate
company of the U.A. M. Group, the
Aspect rainwater system is to b~ distributed in the North through John
McNeill Ltd. solely, a subsidiary of
the McNei.ll Group (Northern Ireland) Ltd.
The system was introduced in Belfast at a conference attended by about 160 architects, local
au.thority officials and builders .
Mr. Patrick Talbot-Smith, Sale
Director of the U.A.M. Group
(Watford), aid that the Aspect system
had been launched in England fifteen
months ago, and that its sales already
equalled those of its competitors in
the same field. He attributed this to
the fact that As_pect was specially
designed to take full advantage of all
the material and characteristic benefits of P.V.C.
The conference was open~d by Mr.
W. J. Doran, Sales Director of the
McNeill Group, who said that he was
confident that plastics would play a
big part in the future of the building
industry. A practical demon tration
of the installation of the Asoect system
was given by Mr. M. R. Thoma ,
Aspect Sales Division, Allied Structural Plastics Ltd .. and questions were
an wered by Mr. Talbot-Smith and
Mr. R. B. Benians. a Director of
U.A .M. Over eas Ltd .

NEW NAMES
THE FOLLOWING business names
have been regi tered:The entral Heating, Plumbing and
Electrical ontractors, l 57 York St.,
Belfast. Proprietor : Patrick Doherty,
77 Don~gall Park Avenue, Belfast.
The Home Insulation o . (to insulate and draught exclude private
home ), 10 Mill Street, Newtownards,
o. Down .
Partners: John Brett, 10
Mill Street, Newtownards; William
McDonald , 32 Culmore Avenue, Newtownards.

(TH3) (TH4) Kosangas High Pressure Blow Torch.
Wooden handle. Needle control valve, for gas adjustment. Supplied with large or medium burner heads.

osangas
Blow Torches
for everx.Q/umhlng_job!
........ ,3

t=

~ii

Bullfinch Mark IT Blow Torch. New, patented,
trigger valve, leak-proof, never needs adjustment. Micrometer bye-pass, saves £££'son gas.
Complete range of burners.

full use of Lhe wide 1 ange of Kosangas
blow torches, available for plumbing work.
They're much more efficient than the conventional type.
The Kosangas TH3 and TH4 are designed for
paint burning, pre-heating and soldering.
The Bullfinch Mark 2 has a wide variety of
heads, including soldering attachment.
In conjunction with the small portable
Kosangas cylinder, use Kosangas blowtorches for:
PAINT BURNING· PRE-HEATING
SOLDERING · ROOF FELTING
JOINTING OF PLASTIC PIPES
ANY OTHER HEATING NEEDS
The Kosangas plumber's portable furnace,
with wind protected burner, is excellent for
KOSANGAS PLUMBER'S
outdoor plumbing and cable work, requirFURNACE. PORTABLE
ing liquid asphalt, pitch, zinc, lead, tin and
Robust, wind protected
other fusible materials.
burner, for high pressure.
Send tor tully descrivttve lists and leaflets to:

McMullans Kosangas Ltd., 1, Upper O'Connell St., Dublin. Tel. Dublin 40761-4.
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TRADE
TOPICS
New open fire
has powerful
back boiler
IDEAL-STANDARD Limited have
introduced a new open fire with a high
powered back boiler.
Called the
"Titan" Fire, it will heat a livingroom, warm other rooms with radiators, and provide hot water.
The "Titan" Fire's back boiler
supports up to 80 square feet of radiator surface (including piping).
Alternatively the "Titan" Fire will
heat up to 40 square feet o( radiator
surface (including piping), e.g. , 2 or 3
radiators and a generous hot water
supply from an " Ideal" 25/30 gallon
indirect cylinder.
Irish agent: E. J. Cocker, Esq.,
Stoneygate, Granville Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Quadrant Engineers h a v e a new
address-167 Strand Road, Sandymount,
Dublin ('Phone 693940 f 3).
Formerly
they were at 6 Mou nt Street Crescent,
Dublin.

Heating conference
THE HEATING
ENTRE, 34
Mortimer Street, London, W .l, is now
accepting bookings for its conference,
which will be held at the Piccadi ll y
Hotel on April 29, when a panel of
noted speakers will attend.
Delegates will be able to p·Uit questions
and also give expression to their own
opinions.
More attention bo home 11\'i!a ting
will be given at the third HEY AC
Exhibition to be held from April
15-24, 1964, at O lvmoia. The Grand
Hall there has been booked, the two
previou.s exhibitions having b~en hJd
in the Empire Ha ll , a smaller venue.
The home heating side of the exhibition is expected to be in the fcrm
of a pecial section which will make
a direct appeal to the public and
local installers.
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THE

MIL
AIR ELIMINATOR
REMOVES
AIR
F ROM
HOT WATER
SYSTEMS

The removal of air
from hot water heating systems, either by
installin$ air vent
pi p e s or fitting
mechanicallyoperated automatic
air eliminators, can
be a costly job. The
MIL air eliminator
doas this work very
well at small cost
and is suitable for
low pressure hot
water systems up to
80ft. head.

MIDLAND INDUSTRIES LIMITED
HEATH TOWN WORKS, WOLVERIIAMPTON.

Tel. 23901

Kosangas
Blow-Torches
for every plumbing job !

There's a wide range of Kosangas
blow-torches. for all types of plumbing work. They're far more efficient
than the conventional typos.
The Kosangas TII3 a nd TII<l high pressure blowtorches are specially designed for 1Jaint-burning, preheating and soldering.

The Bullfinch Mark II has a full r ange of heads,
including soldering attachment. Use Kosangas blowtorches. with the small Ko~angas portable cyllnder,
also for roo[-!rltlng, }ofntino o[ plastic pfprs. and other
heating needs.

A plumber's portable furnace with wind protected
burner is ava!lablo.
Send for detalls to: McMullans Kosangus Ltd.,
1 Upper O'Connell St .. Dublln. •reJ: Dublin 40761-4.
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WHATEVER
THE JOB ...

from page nine

DO,MESTIC
WATER

SUPPLY:
PIPES
and thus reduces its diameter. This
process is repeated , using a smaller
die each time, until a tube of the requ.ired diameter and wall thickness,
or gauge, is obtained.

Examined

THE

Fibreglass
Flexible
insulation

Fibreglass
rigid
sections

Fibreglass
Crown

200

Fibreglass
Filmed
insulation

there's a special
FIBREGLASS INSULATION

that's made for it
Fibre glass has a very high insulation value. It
is simple to handle, fire-safe, vermin and rotproof. You can get these forms of insulation
delivered in the quantities you want when
you want them. The sole distributors of
Fibreglass heat insulation products in the
Republic of Ireland are
Monsell Mitchell & Co. Ltd., 67/73 Townsend St., Dublin, 2

Fib reg lass
[imited
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finished tubes are carefully
examined , straightened if necessary, and tested for bore truth by
passing steel balls through the tubes.
They are then cut to random lengths
of 18 to 20 feet, bundled, and stacked
for delivery.

It is interesting to notice how this
cold working affects the physical
properties of the copper and causes
it to become work hardened.
You
will remember that work hardening
increases the tensile strength of a
material but reduces its ductibility or
" stretchability."
During the cold
drawing process the part-worked
tubes are annealed or restored to a
soft state by the application of heat.
Light gauge copper tubes are finished
in. t Hard Temper.
Light gau.ge copper tubes wellknown property of rigidity is developed during the carefully controlled
The final
process of manufacture.
cold draws are allowed to im!)art the
right degree of hardness to give the
tube rigidity and
improve
its
strength.
Copper tubes to be buried underground are generally accepted for
water services if they comply with the
requirements of B.S. 1386.
These tubes are made by the same
drawing process as L.G. copper tubes,
but longer drawbenches are used so
that tubes of up to 120 feet in length
can be drawn.

"Soft." temper

fOR

undergrou.nd water services
B.S. 1386 CO!J!Jer tube is used in
Contin11ed overleaf
Thirty-five
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" soft" temper, and one of the final
processes of manufactur·e is the annealing process. The tube is supplied
in 60 or 120 feet coils which are
easily manipulated and make possible
quick installation, with a minimum
number of joints below ground.
The outside diameters of B.S. 1386
and B.S. 659 copper tubes are the
same, so that standard copper tube
fittings can be used with either. You
may have noticed some slight variation in the inside diameters of these

heated and shaved on the tubemaking machine. The strip edges are
prepared and butted, and sometimes
lapped, for the automatic seam welding operation. The process is continuous and all operations, from heating the strip to cutting the final tube
to length, are done automatically by
the tube-making machine.
Polythenc Tubcs.-The material has
1t has a
low mechanical strength.
high co-efficient of expansion.
It
does tend to "creep," and in conse-

at the bottom of this blade is fixed
a pointed cylindrical "mole" which
bores the tu.nnel.

A start

A STARTING hole is dug, and the
plough blade, adjusted to bore at
the required de.!)th, is lowered into
the hole. The plou~h, which travels
on its own wheels, is then cou.!)led to
a farm tractor; the tube to be laid

from previous page

Domestic Water Supply: Pipes
tu.bes. The B.S. 1386 has a bore of
exactly half an inch, whereas the
B.S. 659 tube bore is slightly larger.
The wall thickness, or gauge of the
soft B.S. 1386, is accordingly greater
than that of the "half hard" B.S.
659 tube, and this extra thickness
makes the burst resistant strength of
the two comparable.
Mild steel tube is generally included
in the list of materials suitable for
water services, but it does not find
universal favour with water supply
engineers for use in cold water services.
It is sometimes used, where
the water author ity permits, because
it is said to be cheaver than copper
or lead, but careful comvarison of
the cost of labow and material will
show that in any sizeable installation
mild steel tube is no cheaper, and is
indeed often more expensive, than
other materials.
The durability of mild steel is not
equal to that of copper or lead, a~d
the Bye-Laws insist that every mild
steel tube, and every fitting used in
its jointing, shall be protected again t
corrosion. Generally, galvani ed tubes
and fittings are adopted to comply
with this requirement.

Used extensively
MILD steel tubes are extensively
used in the domestic hot water
services where rigidity and mechanical
Where
strength are an advantage.
us~d for water services, whether hot
or cold mild steel tubes must comply with B.S. 1387 and be of what is
known as medium quality grade.
Where used for underground cold
water services, tu.be to the same B.S.
must be of heavy quality.
M.S. tubes are manufactured from
strip or ribbons of mild steel bar

quence its fixing requires extreme
care. It is a non-condu.ctor of electricity and cannot be used as an earth
for electrical appliances as the metal
water service pipes which rise from
the earth u ually are.
However, polythene has many advantages, apa rt from its re istance to
corrosion, which make it very suitable for the purposes already mentioned; it is also used for waste pipes
from laboratory sinks, and it becomes
more and more popular for this purpose.

Elastic
poLYTHENE i extremely elastic
and it is a I)OOr conductor of
heat.
These two- properties make it
re istant to frost bursts, because the
tube does not lose heat as quickly as
does a metal pipe, and therefore
freezing is delayed; and because, if
freezing does occur, the oi9e will
stretch, without bursting. to accommodate the exoan ion of the frozen
water. When the ice thaws, the electicity of the tu.be makes it po ible
for it to resume its normal bore and
hape.
It is light (S.G.0.9) and can be obtained in coiled lengths of uv to 500
feet. This, together with its resistance to frost burst, makes it very
uitable for installation in isolated
farm buildings or cattle troughs by
mole plough.
A mole plough is a device which
bores a tunnel under the ground,
through which polythene and B.S. 1386
cooper tubes can be drawn. thu
saving the time and cost of digging
pipe trenches.
The l))ough has a vertical blade
which siice -through the ground, and

is attached to the mole, and as the
plough is pulled along the mole bore
the tunnel, drawing the tube after it.
Intermediate holes have to be dug
according to the length of the tube,
to allow another tube to be connected to the mole and to make sure
that the couplings of the tube are
watertight.
Warning.-Unles you, wish to see
your newly laid polythene tube disappearing back into its hole like
some frightened worm, you will make
allowance for the fact that it i
stretched by the "drag" impo ed by
long pulls.
An allowance o( nine
inches at the end o( each length is
not too much to allow for the tube's
contraction.
Polythene is manufactured from
ethylene gas, which is obtained from
coal or crude petroleum oils.
Heal
and pressure are applied to the gas,
bringing about a physical change,
and raw volythene is produced. This
is then ~ranulated into small chips,
and melted in a hydraulic pres . The
molten material is extruded in the
form of pipe.
Polythene tube is
available in two wall thickne ses or
gau,ge for water ervice .
Its light
weight mean thnt it can be made in
easily transportable coils, up to 500
feet in length.

NEXT MONTH
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Please Check
This List
Of Categories

1963 DIRECTORY
of MANUFACTURERS AGENTS,

•e

Liquid Handling Equipment

e

Pipe Bending Equipment

0

Pipes, Tubes and Pipe
Fittings

0

Pipes and Tubes, Plastic

0

Pipes and Tubes, Soil and
Drain

sentatives and Distributors of Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning,

0

Pre!;sure Booster Sets

Ventilation and Insulation materials and equipment available in

0

Pre§sure ControJJers

the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland is now being pre-

e

Pressurising Equipment

pared.

e

Pressure Switches

REPRESENTATIVES and
DISTRIBUTORS

*

The June 1963 Register of Manufacturers, Agents, Repre-

The Directory this year will be greatly enlarged to

accommodate the considerable number of additional entries which

e Pressure Vessels
0

have been submitte::l for inclusion.

Lubricators

Pumps and Circulators

e Pyrometers

If you come under the heading of any of the categories listed

e

Radiators

1n this, or the last two issues, we would ask you to submit com-

e

Recording Equipment and
Recorders

plete details without delay.

The fourth and final list will be

0

Refractories

published in our April issue.

A limited number of copies of last

e

Refractory Linings

year's Directory are available should you wish to make alterations

e

Refrigeration Plant

or amendments.

e
e

Regulators

0

Roof Drains, Waterheads,
Cutters and Outlets

e

Roof Units (Ventilation)

e

Rustproofing

0

Sealing Compounds

e
e
e

Sewage Disposal

Names and addresses of Agents and/or Repre-

sentatives should be inclu :ied with all entries.

If you require an

agent, please indicate accordingly.

Please Note!!
CLOSING

DATE

Saturday, 4th May, 1963

Roofing Copper

Sight Glasses
Silencers

e
e

Stokers

0

Tanks and Cylinders

Steam Traps

e Taps, Mixers and Shower
Units

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962
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BERT SAYS

OBG GOVER 18£ GOUN1R1
BERT KNOWS!

It's everywhere ! - and I say "Thank goodness."
Means you can always get anything - nozzle,
radiator, boiler- anything- practically by return.
Bert says you can leave .the rest of the crowd
standing if you go to O.B.C. Simple too. Only
one invoice. And by the way, they run a Mail
Order service too. Did you know ? You can get
small parts by return generally. Means a lot on
some of the jobs we handle.
Haven't you got a copy of
the new illustrated O.B.C.
Catalogue? Mustn't be without that. Send for one now.
DUBLIN

BELFAST

Phone: 31576.

Phone: 61653 & 63061.

BRISTOL

BOURNEMOUTH
Phone: Christchurch 1522/3

Phone: 293774/ 5/ 6

LEICESTER

LONDON
Phone: RELiance 7971/2/ 3 .

NEWCASTLE

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

CARDIFF

Phone: 810857.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss12/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7713V

Phone: 74908.

Phone: DOUglas 5115.

Phone: Oldham Main 9488/9/90.

Phone: 28613/4/5.

DROITWICH, Worcs. (Head Office and Works)
Phone: 2551 (10 llnes ).
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